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Rule 15
Questions for Discussion

1. What is the first question to ask with any amendment problem?

2. To what documents does Rule 15(a)(l)(A) apply? What about Rule 15(a)(1)(B)?

3. When is an amendment allowed under Rule 15(a)(l)(A) and (B)?

4. When must you look to Rule 15(a)(2)?

5. What is the standard the court uses to decide if leave should be granted to amend under Rule
15 (a)(2)?

6. Can you explain the different treatment by courts of the Rule 15(a)(2) standard?

7. P files her complaint and serves D on same day. D timely files an answer. Eighteen days
later, D realizes she failed to assert lack of personal jurisdiction as a defense in her answer.
What may D do?

8. P files her complaint and serves D on same day. D timely files an answer. A month later, D
realizes she failed to assert an affinnative defense in her answer. What may D do?

9. Assuming that there may be a limitations problem, what’s the next step under Rule 15?

10. When can you use Rule 15(c)(1)(A)?

11. To what does Rule 15(c)(1)(B) apply? How have courts interpreted Rule 15(c)(1)(B)?

12. To what does Rule 15(c)(l)(C) apply? How have courts interpreted Rule 15(c)(l)(C)?

13. What portion of Rule 15 was the Supreme Court interpreting in Krupski and what is the
case’s holding?
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ON TRACK INNOVATIONS LTD.,

Plaintiff,

- against -

T-MOBILE USA, INC.,

Defendant.

T-MOBILE USA, INC.,

Counter Claimant,

12 Civ. 2224 (AJN) fJCF)

MEMORANDUM
AND ORDER

.oI9

- against -

ON TRACK INNOVATIONS LTD.,

Counter Defendant:.

JAMES C. FRANCIS IV
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

Pursuant to Rule 15(a) (2) of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, the plaint.iff in this patent infringement action, On-

Track Innovations t”OTI”) , seeks leave to amend its complaint to

include claims of active inducement of patent infringement under 35

U.S.C. § 271(b). (On Track Innovations Ltd.’s Memorandum in

Support of its Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint: (“P1.

Memo.”)) . The defendant, T-Mobile USA, Inc. t”T-Mobile”), opposes

t.he motion, arguing that it is untimely, prejudicial, made in bad

faith, and ultimately futile. tT-Mobile’s Opposition to OTI’s

Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint (“Del. Memo.”)). For
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the following reasons, the motion is granted.

Background

This action arises from a patent dispute involving new

cellular telephone technology “employing both contact and

contactless modes of communication, such as so-called ‘hybrid’

smart cards.” (Memorandum and Order dated June 20, 2013 at 3)

Certain cell phones are equipped with a feature - Near Field

Communications t”NFC”) -- enabling them to establish peer-to-peer

radio communications with nearby devices. NFC-capable phones can

communicate with other electronic devices in their proximity

without needing physical contact; for instance, the user of an NFC

capable cell phone can turn on his nearby stereo through his cell

phone. OTI is the owner of U.S. Patent No. 6,045,043 (“the ‘043

Patent”), which “deals with connecting a microprocessor with both

the contact and contactiess modes of communication through

separate, dedicated lines of connection,” obviating the need for a

switching device between the two. (Order at 3).

The plaintiff filed its original complaint on March 26, 2012,

claiming that T-Mobile’s NFC-capable devices directly infringe its

patent. In October 2012, T-Mobile did a pilot launch of the ISIS

Mobile Wallet, a method of contactless payment using NFC-capable

phones in conjunction with enhanced SIM cards, in two major U.S.

cities. (Def. Memo. at 4; Declaration of Ellisen S. Turner dated

2
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Dec. 23, 2013, Exh. C) . The national launch of T-Mobile’s NFC

program occurred in November 2013, (P1. Memo. at 1-3; ISIS Mobile

Wallet FAQ, attached as Exh. B to Amended Complaint, at 29) . T—

Mobile subscribers were informed, through T-Mobile’s website, that

they could visit T-Mobile stores to receive Advanced SIM cards for

use in their NFC-capable cellular phones. (P1. Memo. at 1-3; ISIS

Mobile Wallet FAQ at 29) . OTI now seeks to amend its conrnlaint to

allege that, by inviting its customers to obtain an Advanced SIM

card for insertion into an NFC-capable cell phone, T-Mobile was

“actively inducing infringement of the patent.” (P1. Memo. at 1)

Discussion

Rule 15 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that

leave to amend a pleading should be freely granted “when justice so

requires.” Fed. R. Civ. F. 15(a) (2); see also Foman v. Davis, 371

U.S. 178, 182 (1962); Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. v. Aniero

Concrete Co., 404 F.3d SGG, 603-04 (2d Cir. 2005); Carrion v.

$ingh, No. 12 CV 0360, 2013 WL 639040, at *11 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 21,

2013) . Under this liberal standard, motions to amend should be

denied only for reasons of undue delay, bad faith or dilatory

motive, undue prejudice to the non-moving party, or futility. See

Burch v. Pioneer Credit Recovery, Inc., 551 F.3d 122, 126 (2d Cir.

2008) (citing Foman, 371 U.S. at 182) ; McCarthy v. Dun & Bradstreet

Corp., 482 F.3d 184, 200 (2d Cir. 2007); In re Alcon 3hareholer

3
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Litigation, 719 F. Supp. 2d 280, 281-82 (S.D.N.Y, 2010) . The same

standard applies when the party seeks to supplement the complaint

with events that happened after the date of the original pleading.

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(d); In re American International Group. Inc.

Securities Litigation, No. 04 Civ. 8141, 2008 WL 2795141, at k3

(S.D.N.Y. July 18, 2008) (noting that pleading is technically

“supplemental pleading” but that the standard of Rule 15(a)

governs) . The court has broad discretion over such motions. See

McCarthy, 482 F.3d at 200; Biosafe-Qne, Inc. V. I-Iawks, 639 F. Supp.

2d 358, 370 CS.D.N.Y. 2009)

Generally, “[wihen deciding issues in a patent case, a

district court applies the law of the circuit in which it sits to

nonpatent issues and the law of the Federal Circuit to issues of

substantive patent law.” Paone v. Microsoft Corp., $81 F. Supp. 2d

386, 393-94 (E.D.N.Y. 2012) (internal quotation marks omitted);

also In re Bill of Lading Transmission and Processing System Patent

Litigation, 681 F.3d 1323, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (applicable law of

regional circuit is applied to motions to dismiss for failure to

state a claim in patent cases)

A, Delay

In the Second Circuit, a court may deny a motion to amend

“where the motion is made after an inordinate delay, no

satisfactory explanation is offered for the delay, and the

4
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an induced infringement claim against T-Mobile. According to OTI,

the national launch was the first time that T-Mobule itself invited

subscribers to obtain new Advanced SlY cards for their NFC cellular

phones. ton Track Innovations LT1J.’s Reply in Support of its

Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint (“P1. Reply”) at 3).

Under these circumstances, there is no undue delay. TNS Media

Research, LLC v, IRA Global. :Enc., No. 11 Civ. 4039, 2012 WL

2052679, at *1 fS.D.N.Y. June 4, 2012) (allowing party to add

counterclaim defendants where earlier suspicions were subsequently

borne out through discovery); Opt igen. LLC v. International

Genetics, Inc,, 777 F. Supp. 2d 390, 400 (N.D.N.Y. 2011) (allowing

amendment where “the new allegations, including those giving rise

to the newly asserted cause of action, were facts of which

Plaintiff did not become aware until some point during discovery”)

Indeed, even if OTI had not offered a satisfactory explanation for

the one-year delay after the October 2012 pilot launch, courts have

allowed amendment after much longer periods of delay. See, e.g.,

Commander Oil Cort. v. Barb Eauipment Corn., 215 F.3d 321, 333 f2d

dr. 2000) (no abuse of discretion in grant of leave to amend after

seven year delay, in absence of prejudice); Rachman Bag Co. v.

Liberty utual Insurance Co., 46 F.3d 230, 235 (2d Cir. 1995)

(leave to amend properly granted after four-year delay); Block, 988

F.2d at 350-51 (amendment allowed four years after complaint

6 1
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amendment would prejudice other parties.” Grace v. Rosenstpck, 228

F.3d 40, 53-54 f2d Cir. 2000) (internal quotation marks omitted);

accord State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. Grafrnan, No.

04 CV 2609, 2007 WL 7704666, at *3 (E.D..N.Y. May 22, 2007)

However, “[miere delay, . . . absent a showing of bad faith or

undue prejudice, does not provide a basis for a district court to

deny the right to amend.” Block v. First Blood Associates, 988

F.2d 344, 350 f2d Cir. 1993) (internal quotation marks omitted);

see also Rotter v. Leahy, 93 F. Supp. 2d 487, 497 tS.D.N.Y. 2000)

(“Typically, the moving party’s delay, standing alone, is not

sufficient reason to foreclose amendment.”)

The plaintiff seeks to add a new claim twenty months after the

filing of its original complaint. However, this new allegation

centers on T-Mobile’s November 2013 national launch of its NFC

program, rather than on activities taking place at the time the

action was commenced. T-Mobile argues that OTI was aware of

similar activities - - namely, its October 2012 pilot launch of the

NFC program -- at least one year earlier, and that this constitutes

undue delay. (Def. Memo, at 3-5) . However, as far as OTI knew at

the time of the pilot launch, tile only suggestions that customers

insert Advanced SIM cards into NFC-capable phones came from an

independent blogger and an ISIS press release, not from T-Mobile,

and thus OTI did not then possess facts that could have supported

5
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filed)

B. Prejudice

“[Pirejudice alone is insufficient to justify a denial of

leave to amend; rather the necessary showing is ‘undue prejudice to

the opposing party.’” A.V. by Versace. Inc. v. Gianni Versace

S.p.A., 87 F. Supp. 2d 281, 299 fS.D.N.Y. 2000) (emphasis in

original) (quoting Foman, 371 U.S. at 182) . In deciding whether

undue prejudice exists, courts should consider whether the new

claim would “‘ (1) require the opponent to expend significant

additional resources to conduct discovery and prepare for trial;

(ii) significantly delay the resolution of the dispute; or (iii)

prevent the plaintiff from bringing a timely action in another

jurisdiction.’” Monahan v. New York City Department of

Corrections, 214 F.3d 275, 284 f2d Cir. 2000) (quoting Block, 988

F.2d at 350) ; Zoll v. Jordache Enterprises Inc., No. 01 Civ. 1339,

2002 WL 485733, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. March 29, 2002). This inquiry

involves a balancing process,” weighing any potential prejudice to

the opposing party against the prejudice that the moving party

would experience if the amendment were denied. Oneida Indian

Nation of New York v. County of Oneida, 199 F.R.D. 61, 77 (N.D.N.Y.

2000)

T-Mobile claims that introducing a theory of induced

infringement after fact discovery has closed prevents them from

7
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obtaining relevant evidence for their defense. T-Mobule contends

that without previous notice of induced infringement claims, it had

no reason to seek an opinion of counsel letter, which the Federal

Circuit recognizes as probative of lack of intent. Bettcher

Industries, Inc. v. Bunzl USA, Inc., 661 F.3d 629, 649 (Fed. Cir.

2011) (finding opinion of counsel regarding non-infringement

“admissible, at least with respect to [defendantj’s state of mind

and its bearing on indirect infringement”) . Because expert

discovery has not yet closed, there is no reason that this evidence

cannot now be obtained.

‘I-Mobile’s prejudice argument goes one step further, and

argues that any opinion it obtains now will, at trial, be argued to

be untimely. (Def. Memo. at 8). However, while OTI is free to

argue that an opinion of counsel letter obtained after the

allegedly infringing acts is immaterial to T-Mobile’s intent at the

time, it is statutorily barred from arguing that any failure to

obtain the advice of counsel with respect to the ‘043 Patent is

probative of T-Mobile’s intent to induce infringement. 35 U.S.C.

§ 298 (“The failure of an infringer to obtain the advice of counsel

with respect to any allegedly infringed patent, or the failure of

the infringer to present such advice to the court or jury, may not

be used to prove that the accused infringer willfully infringed the

patent or that the infringer intended to induce infringement of the

8
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patent.”)

T-Mobile has not identified any way in which the amendment

would require significant additional discovery. To he sure, a

claim of induced infringement requires proving elements of

knowledge and specific intent that are not required in a direct

infringement claim, and T-Mobile complains that it has not had the

opportunity to elicit any evidence of intent.1 However, the

defendant “should have accessible to it the evidence bearing on its

own state of mind.” Perfect Pearl Co.. Inc. v. Majestic Pearl &

Stone, Inc., 889 F. Supp. 2d 453, 461 fS.D.N.Y. 2012). As the

proposed amendment is not likely to “require [TMobile] to expend

significant additional resources to conduct discovery and prepare

for trial” or “significantly delay the resolution of the dispute,”

there is no undue prejudice. 3lock, 988 F.2d at 350.

Similarly, there is no undue prejudice in the revised list of

accused products in OTI’s proposed amended complaint. Although T

Mobile states that three new accused devices are included for the

first time (Def. Memo. at 14), OTI explains that this is due to the

industry’s regular updating of cell phone models, and the

l T-Mobile’s contention that it needs fact discovery from the
suppliers that designed the accused products “to confirm that they
were not aware of the patent [andi did not intend their products to
infringe” is baseless. (Def. Memo. at 14) . At issue are T
Mobile’s intent and actions, not the suppliers’

9
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underlying technical basis for claiming infringement remains the

same (P1. Reply at 8)

C. Bad Faith

To the extent that T-Mobile raises a bad faith objection to

OTI’s motion, that assertion also fails. T-Mobile claims that, in

what it deems an improper “quid p, OTI refused to consent to

T-Mobile’s request to amend its answer unless T-Mobile allowed OTI

to amend its complaint. (Def. Memo. at 5-6) . This is now moot, as

OTI has agreed to allow T-Mobile to amend its answer. (P1. Reply at

9) . Moreover, while there is little law in the Second Circuit on

what constitutes bad faith in the context of a motion for leave to

amend a pleading, Oneida Indian Nation, 199 F.R.D. at 80, the

precedent that exists indicates that the amendment itself must

embody unfair strategic maneuvering, see, e.g., State Trading Corp.

Qf India v. Assuranceforeningen Skuld, 921 F.2d 409, 417-18 (%d

Cir. 1990) (denying motion to amend where plaintiff sought

strategic advantage by reserving certain claims until after court’s

choice of law determination)

Conclus ion

For the foregoing reasons, On Track Innovations’ motion for

leave to file an amended complaint tDocket no. 96) is granted.

1•
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Kevv,ord I Case Docket I Date: fUed / Added (60945 bytes) (41977 bvte.s)

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

TENTH CIRCUIT

JULIE SPENCER, individually, and as Next
Friend of A.H. and W.$., minors;
CHRISTOPHER SPENCER, individually, and as
Next friend of A.H. and W.S., minors,

Plaintiffs - Appellants,
(D.C. No. 02-CV-771-JOE)

V.

(N.D. Okia.)
WAL-MART STORES, INC., a Delaware
corporation,

Defendant - Appellee.

ORDER AND JU1)GMENT

Before LUCERO, EBEL, and O’BRIEN, Circuit Judges.

Plaintiff Julie Spencer was struck by a vehicle while walking through an Oklahoma Wal-Mart parking
tot. Following the incident, she and her husband, Chris Spencer, individually and as next friends for their
minor children, brought a negligence claim against Wal-Mart. They argue WaY-Mart breached its duty toprotect Ms. Spencer from the criminal act of a third party occurring on its property. Concluding Wal
Mart owed no duty to Spencers under Oklahoma law because, on its fact-finding, Wal-Mart did not
“know or have reason to know that a criminal act was occurring or about to occur,” the district court
granted summary judgment in favor of Wal-Mart. We AFFIRM.

I

On October 3, 2001, Ms. Spencer and her husband went shopping at Wal-Mart Store No. 992. located in
Tulsa, Oklahoma. Ms. Spencer and Mr. Spencer separated, with Ms. Spencer agreeing to meet her
husband at their car after she finished browsing the garden department. When Ms. Spencer exited the
store and approached her vehicle, a black, late-model sports car rapidly accelerated towards her from the
rear, swerved into her path, and struck tier with sufficient force to hurl her into the air. The assailant then
sped out of the parking lot. Although no Wal-Mart employee witnessed the incident, its security cameras
recorded the attack.W Police have been unable to identify a suspect based on the surveillance footage.

On October 4, 2002, Spencers filed a diversity action against Wal-Mart in federal court alleging state
claims for negligence, gross negligence, willful disregard of duty, loss of consortium, and loss of

No. 05-5157

http://cal0.washburnlaw.edu/cases/20O6/l0/05-51 57.htin
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parental consortium. Wal-Mart moved for summary judgment, and the district court granted its motion.
Spencers now appeal that order.

II

Spencers’ Reply Brief was filed three days late, and Wal-Mart has moved to strike the brief as untimely.
Conceding that the filing was untimely under federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 31(a), Spencers ask
us to excuse the delay because it was short-lIved, Wal-Mart has not shown prejudice, and Spencers did
not act in bad faith. We agree. Whether to excuse a late filing is within our discretion. Burnharn v.
Humphrey Hospitality REIT Trust. Inc., 403 f.3d 709, 712 (10th Cir. 2005). Absent an allegation by the
opposing party that it suffered prejudice because of the delay, we generally allow such filings. See. e.g.,

(holding that party could file brief approximately two months late). Given the short delay and
absence of prejudice, Wal-Mart’s motion to strike the reply brief is denied. We do, however, expect
Spencers to compty with future deadlines.

III

Spencers contend that the district court abused its discretion in granting summary judgment to Wal-Mart
before ruling on their pending motion for leave to file an amended complaint. During a hearing on the
summary judgment motion, the district court informed the parties it would defer ruling on $pencers’
motion to amend until after deciding Wal-Marts summary judgment motion. following the hearing,
however, the district court granted summary judgment in favor of Wal-Mart without ruling on Spencers’
request for amendment. Both parties consider this a denial of Spencers’ motion, as do we.

We review a district court’s denial of a motion to amend for abuse of discretion. Woolsey v. Marion
Labs., Inc., 934 f.2d 1452, 1462 (10th Cir. 1991). Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) provides that a
party may amend its complaint “only by leave of court or by written consent of the adverse party.”
Because Wal-Mart did not consent, Spencers were required to obtain leave from the court. “Although
such leave shall be freely given when justice so requires, whether to grant such leave is within the
discretion of the trial court.” first Cliv Bank N.A. v. Air Capitol Aircraft Sales. Inc., $20 F.2d 11 2?,
1132 (10th Cir. 1987) (internal citations and quotations omitted). Leave may properly be denied

by the district court if it finds “undue delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant,
repeated failure to cure deficiencies by amendments previously allowed, undue prejudice to the
opposing party by virtue of allowance of the amendment, [or] futility of amendment.’ foman v. Davis,
371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962). Conversely, “outright refusal to grant t] leave without any justifying reason
appearing for the denial is not an exercise of discretion; it is merely abuse of that discretion and
inconsistent with the spirit of the federal Rules.” Id.

Assuming it was error for the court betow not to state “justifying reasons’ for the implicit denial, this
error is harmless if the “record contains an apparent reason [for] justifying the denial of a motion to
amend” regardless of what the district court relied upon. Lambertsen v. Utah Dept. of Corr,, 79 f.3d
1024, 1029 (10th Cir. 1996). Based on our independent review of the record, we conclude that Spencers’
delay in filing a request to amend was unwarranted.

We recognize delay alone should not justify denial of leave to amend. Minter v. Prime Equip. Co., 451
F.3d 1196, 1205 (10th Cir. 2006). In determining whether the delay was undue, we consider both the
length of the delay and the reason for its occurrence. at 1205-06. Here, the delay was substantial.
Spencers filed their motion to amend seventeen months after filing their initial complaint and shortly
before trial was scheduled to begin.

http://cal 0.washburnlaw.eduJcases/2006/10/05-5157 .htm
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We fail to see a reason for the delay. Their claim for deceit and their assumption of duty theory of
negligence, both based on Wal-Mart’s allegedly fraudulent representation that it was monitoring its
video cameras, have been evident throughout the proceedings. Facts necessary to support these clainis
were known or should have been known to the Spencers at the time the original complaint was tiled, and
were clearly known to them at the time they filed their response to Wal-Mart’s summary judgment
motion seven months betbre filing their motion to amend,ai

We do not intend to impose upon plaintiffs a burden to immediately advance a claim upon notice of
facts sufficient to support it. Litigants are allowed reasonable time to analyze information and make
strategic decisions. Spencers have failed, however, to provide any legitimate justification for the
substantial delay. As such, their motion to amend the complaint was undue, making the district court’s
error in failing to address that motion harmless. Evans, 936 f.2d at 1091 (‘[T]he liberalized
pleading rules [do not] permit plaintiffs to wait until the last minute to ascertain and refine the theories
on which they intend to build their case.”); fed. Ins. Co. v. Gates Learit Corp., $23 F.2d 383. 387 (10th
Cir. 1987) (holding delay was undue when “the moving party was aware of the facts on which the
amendment was based for some time prior to the filing of the motion to amend’).
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The 2069 AMENDMENT TO FEDERAL RULE 15(a)(1) -

A STUDY IN AMBIGUITY

SUSAN E. HAUSER*

“Procedure is a means to an end, not an end in itself; and, often neces
sarily, its rules must be applied to do justice in the particular case,
whatever the doubts raised as to the future.

Since even rule-making can never be wholly successful, we must spend
our time trying to catch up with the mistakes and patch up the
structure!”1

Since the adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in 1937,2
Rule 15(a)(1) has allowed pleadings to be amended one time, as a
matter of course, within a set and limited period of time.3 Rule
15(a)(1) was amended on December 1, 2009 to change the time limits
for these as of course amendments.4 The 2009 amendment was on the
horizon for many years, and its drafters made every effort to clearly
explain its purpose and their intentions.5 Despite this, however, the
amendment was drafted in a way that creates an ambiguous result
when thoughtfully applied to pleadings that state a claim for relief.6

* Associate Professor, North Carolina Central University School of Law. I am grateful to
Jowanda E.C. Jones, Class of 2012, NCCU School of Law, and to Khimmara Greer, Class of
2011, NCCU School of Law, for their excellent research assistance. I would also like to thank
Jaamal Jennings, Class of 2012, NCCU School of Law, for asking the question that prompted this
article.

1. Charles E. Clark, Special Problems in Drafting and Interpreting Procedural Codes and
Rules, 3 VA1n. L. Riv. 493, 498 and 507-08 (1950).

2. See Charles F. Clark, The Role of the Supreme Court in Federal Rule-Making, 46 J. AM.
Jun. Soc. 250, 251 (1963). (The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were adopted by the United
States Supreme Court in 1937 and became effective on September 16, 1938.).

3. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1) (2009) (amended 2009); see 3 L’rEs WM. Mooan ET AL.,
Moonn’s FEDEa.I. PacrIcE § l5App.01[1J (3d ed. 2010) (indicating in 2007 that
“[sJubdivisions (a) and (b), dealing, respectively, with Amendments and Amendments to Con
form to the Evidence, stand substantially as promulgated in 1937”).

4. Fan. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1); see also August 2007 — December 2009 Amendments, U.S.
COURTS (December 1, 2009), http://www.uscourts.gov/RtilesAndPolicies/FederalRulemaking/
CompletedRules/Aug07Dec09Amendments.aspx. (The 2009 amendment to Rule 15 was pro
posed in August of 2007 as part of a package of amendments that became effective on December
1, 2009.).

5. See infra Part I.C.
6. Pleadings that state a claim for relief include the complaint, an answer that states a

counterclaim, any pleading that states a cross-claim, and a third-party complaint. FED. R Civ. P.
7(a). In the interest of simplicity, the complaint will be used throughout this article to illustrate

201
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202 NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL LAW REVIEW [Vol. 33:201

Before the 2009 amendment to Rule 15(a)(1), it was clear that the
time for filing an as of course amendment to the complaint, or any
other pleading stating a claim, ended with the service of a responsive
pleading.7 However, in modern litigation, the time for filing a respon
sive pleading is frequently prolonged by one or more extensions of
time, as well as, by the filing of motions under Rule 12.8 Because
these events did not impact the plaintiff’s time for amending her com
plaint as a matter of course under the pre-amendment version of Rule
15(a)(1), the rule typically allowed the plaintiff to enjoy a lengthy pe
riod to refine her complaint outside the trial judge’s supervision.9 The
2009 amendment to Rule 15(a)(1) was intended to curtail this possibil
ity by limiting the plaintiff’s as of course amendment to a period end
ing twenty-one days after the service of the earlier of a responsive
pleading or motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f).1°

The amendment accomplishes this goal, however, it is drafted in an
unfortunate manner that introduces ambiguity into the previously
clear timing for as of course amendments to pleadings that state a
claim, including the complaint. In fact, in its current form, the
amended rule is capable of no fewer than three alternative interpreta
tions when applied to pleadings that state a claim.’1 Although the
amendment is still new, early discussions of the amended rule in judi
cial opinions and treatises reveal a great deal of unwitting confusion
about the timing of amendments under this rule.’2

The first and most obvious reading of amended Rule 15(a)(1) looks
to the plain language of the rule to allow one amendment to the com
plaint as a matter of course within two discrete — but possibly discon
nected - time periods: first, for a period of twenty-one days after the
complaint is served, and then, again for a second period of twenty-one
days after service of the earlier of a responsive pleading or Rule 12
motion.’3 Although this reading follows the literal language of the
amended rule, it will frequently produce an anomalous gap during the

the ambiguity introduced by the 2009 amendment; however, this ambiguity is equally present in
any other pleading that states a claim.

7. Fnn. R. Civ. P. 15(a) (2009) (amended 2009). In the most common paradigm, the ser
vice of the answer terminated the plaintiff’s right to amend her complaint as a matter of course.

8. Fan. R. Civ. P. 12.
9. See infra notes 98-100 and accompanying text.

10. The ending date of this time period is clear under the amended rule. The ambiguity is
created by the amendment’s failure to specify the event that triggers the beginning of the period.
See infra Part II.

11. See infra Part II.
12. See infra Part IL
13. See infra Part hA.
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amendment period,’4 and it does not accurately express the stated
purposes of the amendment.’5

The second plausible interpretation of amended Rule 15(a)(1) al
lows the complaint to be amended once as a matter of course for a
twenty-one day period that begins with the service of the earlier of
either the answer or Rule 12(b), (e), or (f) motion.16 Although this is
not the cleanest reading of the amended rule, it is consistent with the
structure of the prior version of Rule 15(a)(1) and creates synchrony
between the amended rule’s application to the answer — which is
clearly and unambiguously governed oniy by Rule 15(a)(1)(A) — and
its application to the complaint, which under this interpretation is gov
erned only by Rule 15(a)(1)(B).’7 However, this interpretation
reduces the time for as of course amendments to complaints to one
twenty-one day period with a start-date controlled by the defendant.’8
It also produces an even larger and earlier procedural gap, during
which no amendment as of course will be possible.’9 For these rea
sons, it is also unlikely that this interpretation expresses the intended
meaning of the amended rule.

Finally, the third possible interpretation of the amended rule allows
the complaint to be amended for a period that begins with the service
of the complaint and continues, without interruption, until twenty-one
days after the service of the earlier of either the answer or a motion
under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f).2° This interpretation is not found in the
plain language of the rule and has the least textual support. Neverthe
less, it produces the most common-sense result and best expresses the
meaning of contemporaneous statements of intention made by the
drafters of the amended rule.21

An early survey of judicial decisions applying the amended rule
reveals that trial judges are responding to the unnoticed ambiguity in
amended Rule 15(a)(1) by reading the rule in different ways with little
discussion.22 Reasonably enough, almost all of these decisions adhere
to the plain language of the amended rule and follow the first or sec
ond interpretations, even when this produces an anomalous result and
even though these interpretations are inconsistent with one another
and with the stated aims of the amendment’s drafters? This inconsis

14. See infra Part hA.
15. See infra notes 102-06 and accompanying text.
16. See infra Part 11.3.
17. See infra Part 11.3.
18. See infra Part 11.3.
19. See infra Part 11.3.
20. See infra Part II.C.
21, See infra Part IC.
22. See infra Part 11.
23. See infra Parts hA-B.
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analyzing its three possible interpretations, and demonstrating the re
ality of the confusion by examining conflicting discussions of the
amended rule in judicial decisions and treatises. Finally, Part III con
cludes that the best outcome is achieved by reading Rule 15(a)(1) to
provide an uninterrupted period for as of course amendments that be
gins with the service of the complaint and ends twenty-one days after
the service of the earlier of either the answer or Rule 12(b), (e), or (f)
motion.

I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF RULE 15(A) BEFORE 2009

Before December 1, 2009, Rule 15(a) used the following language
to provide for pre-trial amendments to pleadings:

(a) Amendments Before Trial.
(1) Amending as a Matter of Course. A party may amend its

pleading once as a matter of course:
(A) before being served with a responsive pleading; or
(B) within 20 days after serving the pleading if a responsive

pleading is not allowed and the action is not yet on the
trial calendar.

(2) Other Amendments. In all other cases, a party may amend its
pleading only with the opposing party’s written consent or the
court’s leave. The court should freely give leave when justice
so requires.29

The significance of the phrase “as a matter of course” becomes clear
when Rule 15(a)(1) is read in opposition to Rule 15(a)(2).3° Rule
15(a)(1) provides parties with one, time-limited, chance to amend any
pleading without seeking permission from the judge or from opposing
parties.3’ Generally speaking, amendments under Rule 15(a)(1) are
allowed as of right, meaning that the court does not have discretion to
deny a timely amendment made under this rule.32

Amendments as a matter of course allow parties to correct mistakes
and cure omissions quickly without wasting judicial resources on a
hearing. These amendments also increase the odds that issues will be
joined on the merits and that cases will not be dismissed based on
technical or easily curable errors. Lastly, amendments as a matter of
course help ensure that blameless litigants will not be penalized by
mistakes made by their attorneys. Because amendments as a matter
of course serve these important functions, they have been a part of

29. Fio. R. Civ. P. 15(a) (2009) (amended 2009) (omitting Rule 15(a)(3) which then, as
now, provides the time for responding to an amended pleading).

30. Id.
31. Fan. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1) (2009) (amended 2009).
32. See, e.g., Galustian v. Peter, 591 F.3d 724 (4th Cir. 2010); Caine v. Hardy, 905 F.2d $58

(5th Cit. 1990); Williams v. 3d. of Regents of Univ. Sys. of Ga., 477 F.3d 1282 (11th Cir. 2007).
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federal practice since the adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.33

A. A Brief History of Amendments to Pleadings
Historically, amendments to pleadings have been available in com

mon law procedural systems with a level of ease that bears an inverse
relationship to the importance of pleadings within the procedural sys
tem itself.34 Until the middle of the Fourteenth Century, English com
mon law used a system of oral pleading in which “the parties or their
counsel were permitted to change or adjust their pleadings as the oral
altercation proceeded, and were not held to any specific form of alle
gation put forward.”35 With the advent of written pleadings, formal
ism increased and amending became simultaneously more difficult,36
with the result that “by the 14th and 15th centuries.. . abuses grew up
and cases were constantly thrown out of court and judgments arrested
and reversed for errors of form.”37 These abuses were caused by an
intricate system of writ pleading in which “pleading in practice degen
erated into a baleful game of skill” used to cabin the substantive
rights, remedies, and defenses of the parties.38

In response, Parliament enacted a series of statutes, known as the
Statutes of Jeofails, expressly providing for the acknowledgement and
correction of errors in pleading.39 Twenty separate Statutes of Jeofails
were enacted in England between 1340 and 1852 to address particular
ized needs for amendment.4° By 1875, English pleading procedures
had sufficiently liberalized to allow parties one amendment, without
leave, “at any time before the expiration of the time limited for reply
and before replying, or, where no defence (sic) is delivered, at any
time before the expiration of four weeks from the appearance of the
defendant who shall have last appeared.”4’

33. Mison Reppy, Aider, Amendment and the Statutes ofJeofails — At Common Law, Under
Modern Codes, Practice Acts and Rules of Civil Procedure — Pt 1, 6 AM. U. L. REv. 65, 66-67
(1957).

34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Charles E. Clark & Ruth A. Yerion, Amendment and Aider of Pleadings, 12 Mrr.n-. L.

Riv. 97, 97 (1928).
37. Id.
38. KEvIN M. Ciutor, PRU’IcIpt.as OF Civii PROCEDURE 17 (2005).
39. Reppy, supra note 33, at 68-69. for additional descriptions of the Statutes of Jeofails,

see, e.g., Clark & Yerion, supra note 36; CuAJU.Es E. CLARK, HANoBoolc OF THE LAW OF CODE
PIA1Jn.JG 703-05 (West Publishing Co. 2d ed. 1947) [hereinafter H.DBOoK].

40. Reppy, supra note 33, at 78-90. The wooden nature of the system of writ pleading used
in England during this period made a sequence of statutes necessary to cure problems as they
developed and were recognized. Id.

41. Clark & Yerion, supra note 36, at 100, n.14 (quoting 38 & 39 Vict., 1st Schedule, Rules
of Court, Order 28, Rule 2; Annual Practice 1927). Until the 2009 amendment, Federal Rule
15(a) effectively tracked these rules of pleading amendment.

17$
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This developing structure, which was further complicated by the his
toric division between the English common law and equity systems,42
was transplanted to the United States and to other countries colonized
by the British.43 In the United States, federalism added yet another
layer of complexity, with separate systems of law and equity employed
at the federal level and joined by a welter of different state systems of
law and equity. In the Nineteenth Century, David Dudley Field be
gan a procedural reform movement in the United States that called
for the merger of law and equity into “one form of action”45 with one
merged and simplified set of procedural rules.46 The Field Code,
which was first adopted in New York in 1848 and then rapidly spread
to other states, drew on equity practice to liberalize the procedures for
pleading, pleading amendments, and the rules for joinder of claims
and parties.47

The classic analysis of code pleading in the United States is found in
Charles E. Clark’s Handbook of the Law of Code Pleading, originally
published in 1928. In his Handbook, Judge Clark notes that:

In many codes, a whole chapter is given to amendments, and generally
in the others numerous sections are devoted to the subject. In practi
cally all states, [sic) there are also statutes dealing with the effect of
variance between pleading and proof. The statutes on amendments
provide first for amendments without leave of court if made within a
certain period, and second, for amendments by permission of the
court.49

Judge Clark describes statutes to this effect in twenty-eight different
states and territories.50 To ifiustrate amendments without leave, he

42. See, e.g., Stephen M. Subrin, How Equity Conquered Common Law: The federal Rules
of Civil Procedure in Historical Perspective, 135 U. PA. L. Rnv. 909 (1987) (describing the En
glish division between common law courts and equity courts).

43. See, e.g., Ci 1uviorr, supra note 38, at 5-26 (2005).
44. Id. at 26 (“The American states basically followed the English model until the code

reforms of the 1800s.”).
45. Thomas 0. Main, Traditional Equity and Contemporary Procedure, 78 WASH. L. Ray.

429, 465 (2003) (citing N.Y. LAWS, c. 510 § 62 (71st Sess., Apr. 12, 1848)).
46. Main, supra note 45, at 466-67.
47. Main, supra note 45, at 467.
48. HANDBoOK, supra note 39, at 708. Charles E. Clark became Dean of Yale Law School

in 1929 and in 1935 became Reporter of the Advisory Committee that drafted the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure. Clark was subsequently appointed to serve as a federal appellate judge on
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. Fred Rodell, for Charles E. Clark: A Brief and Belated but
fond farewell, 65 COLUM. L. Riv. 1323, 1323 (1965). “With justification, Clark has been called
the ‘prime instigator and architect of the rules of federal civil procedure.” Subrin, supra note
42, at 961 (quoting Rodell, supra). See generally Charles F. Clark, Preface to PROCEDURE —

Tsea HANDMAID OF JUSTICE: ESSAYS Of CFIAU.Es F. Crmc (C. Wright & H. Reasoner eds.,
1965) (containing an excellent biography of Judge Clark).

49. Hi.r.maoox, supra note 39, at 708.
50. H..rmaoo, supra note 39, at 708 nn.28-29.
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used a Montana statute that bears a remarkable similarity to the origi
nal version of federal Rule 15(a) adopted ten years later in 1938:

Any pleading may be amended once by the party of course, and with
out costs, at any time before answer or demurrer filed or twenty days
after demurrer and before the trial of the issue thereon, by filing the
same as amended and serving a copy on the adverse party, who may
have twenty days thereafter in which to answer, reply or demur to the
amended pleading.5’

Judge Clark’s discussion and summary of state statutes shows that by
1928, lawyers in the United States were already accustomed to the
idea that pleadings could be amended as a matter of course.

Before the adoption of the Federal Rules, federal courts were re
quired to follow state procedure in cases at law,52 but applied a uni
form set of federal procedural rules in equity cases.53 As a result,
federal courts used two separate sets of procedural rules for cases at
law and equity until the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were
adopted and explicitly merged law and equity into “one form of ac
tion.”54 The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ultimately adopted in
1938 represent a blend of then-available procedures that drew from
equity to greatly liberalize pleading and discovery in ways that ulti
mately “open[ed] the way for plaintiffs to explore and expand new
frontiers of substantive liability . . .

.

As a major component of these reforms, the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure established a uniform pleading system for use in all civil
cases ified in federal court.56 Federal Rule 8 implemented a flexible
system of notice pleading that, when coupled with the expanded dis

51. HANDBOOK, supra note 39, at 708-09 (quoting Mont. Rev. Codes Ann., Anderson &
McFarland, 1935, § 9186.)

52. See Main, supra note 45, at 470 (describing the federal Conformity Acts that required
federal courts to follow state procedure in law cases).See Stephen Burbank, The Rules Enabling
Act of 1934, 130 U. PA. L. Rnv. 1015, 1040 (1982).

53. Burbank, supra note 52, at 1039 (“In all states, it remained necessary for lawyers prac
ticing in federal court to master a discrete federal equity procedure.”).

54. Subnn, supra note 42, at 920. See fin. R. Civ. P. 2. (There is one form of action —the
civil action.”).

55. Richard L. Marcus, Of Babies and Bathwater: The Prospects for Procedural Progress, 59
BRooK. L. Rnv. 761, 783, 785 (1993).

56. See Charles F. Clark & James Wm. Moore, A New federal Civil Procedure: II. Plead
ings and Parties, 44 YALE L.J. 1291 (1935) (describing the development of the pleading rules that
would be adopted three years later in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure). Clark and Moore
emphasized the need for uniformity in federal procedure by describing the status of federal
procedure under the Conformity Act that required each federal court to conform procedure in
law cases to applicable state procedure. “Under the present system the Conformity Act controls
actions at law so that the federal attitude toward the pleadings in law actions is determined by
that of the state where the federal district court is sitting. Thus pleadings have been construed
strictly in some states and liberally in others; and amendments have been refused, permitted, or
deemed immaterial when not made, in general accord with the attitude of the applicable state
practice toward variance and failure of proof.” Id. at 1299-1300.
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covery mechanisms provided in Rules 26-37 and the provision for
summary judgment in Rule 56, de-emphasized the importance of
pleading by allowing parties to develop “elements of proof” after the
pleadings were complete.57

Although it was no longer necessary or possible for the parties to
forecast the structure of pending litigation with complete accuracy in
their pleadings, the pleadings remained the key roadmap to the
claims, defenses, and issues joined in any particular case.58 As a re
sult, the reduced role of pleading under the Federal Rules paradoxi
cally increased the importance of amendments to pleadings.59 As
initial pleadings grew less informative, it became imperative that the
Federal Rules allow parties to freely amend their pleadings to correct
mistakes, add or subtract claims, defenses, or parties, and conform the
pleadings to the proof actually developed in the case.6° As a result,
the system of amendment allowed in Federal Rule 15(a) was created.

B. The Mechanics of Amending Pleadings “As a Matter of Course”
before December 2009

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure set up a litigation structure in
which “the preliminary paper pleadings in advance of trial” assume a
“subordinate character.”6’ To facilitate this system, Rule 15 was
drafted to allow pleadings to be amended sometimes as a matter of
course and, otherwise, whenever “justice so requires.”62 The liberal
character of Rule 15 is best ifiustrated by Rule 15(b), allowing for
amendments during and after trial to match the evidence presented
and issues actually tried, and Rule 15(c), allowing certain amendments

57. This view of the relationship between pLeading, discovery, and summary judgment is so
commonly accepted today as to be axiomatic. However, it was the product of deliberate study
and planning by the framers of the federal Rules. See, e.g., Charles E Clark, The Handmaid of
Justice, 23 WASH. U.L.Q. 297, 318 (1938) (“Attempted use of the pleadings as proof is now less
necessary than ever with the development of two devices to supply such elements of proof as
may be necessary before trial. These are discovery and summary judgment, both the subject of
extensive provisions in the new rules.”).

58. See FED. R. Civ. P. 8 (requiring pleadings to provide “short and plain” statements of
claims for relief, defenses, and responsive positions).

59. Charles E. Clark, Simplified Pleading, 2 F.RD. 456, 467 (1943) [hereinafter Simplified
Pleading] (“In the pleading system here visualized, the rule of amendment must, of course, as
sume great importance.”) Simplified Pleading was published after Judge Clark was appointed to
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals and presents the interesting perspective of a judge who is
now called upon to execute the system of rules that he played a principal rote in shaping and
drafting.

60. Clark & Moore, supra note 56, at 1300-01 (linking amendments to pleading objectives
and noting that “amendment should be freely had, for nothing is to be gained under a unified
procedure in forcing the parties to start over”).

61. Simplified Pleading, supra note 59, at 47.
62. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2). Of course, pleadings may also be amended at any time with the

written consent of the opposing party. Id.
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to relate back to the filing of the original pleading after the expiration
of the statute of limitations.63 Rule 15(d) goes a step further and per
mits the court “on just terms” to allow parties to serve supplemental
pleadings adding transactions occurring after the date of the original
pleading, “even though the original pleading is defective in stating a
claim or defense.”

The framers of the Federal Rules consciously intended to promote
amendments and included a number of other federal Rules that rein
force the ability of parties to amend pleadings by preventing dismissal
or reversal for “matters not going to substance.”65 In their original
form, these included:

Rule 1, requiring the construction of the rules ‘to secure the just,
speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action’; Rule 4(h)
[now 4(a)(2)], for amendment of process or proof of service; Rule 8(f)
[now 8(e)], . . . as to the construction of pleadings; and Rule 60(b)
[now 60(b)(1)], providing for relief to a party from an action taken
against him ‘through his mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable
neglect.’ This is followed by a definite general rule, 61, as to harmless
error, providing against reversal, ‘unless refusal to take such action
appears to the court inconsistent with substantial justice. The court at
every stage of the proceeding must disregard any error or defect in the
proceeding which does not affect the substantial rights of the
parties. 66

Taken as a whole, these rules very clearly express their drafters’ view
that pleading defects should not prevent the court from adjudicating a
case on the merits.67

Within this system, Rule 15(a) provides the general rules for the
amendment of pleadings, with Rule 15(a)(1) providing for amend
ments as a matter of course, and Rule 15(a)(2) addressing all other
amendments. Until the December 1, 2009 amendment, Rule 15(a)(1)
allowed any party to amend a pleading once as a matter of course
before being served with a responsive pleading68 or within 20 days
after serving the pleading if a responsive pleading was not allowed and
the action was not yet on a trial calendar.69

This rule drew a clean and unambiguous line between the pleadings
governed by subsections (A) and (B), with Rule 15(a)(1)(A) applying

63. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(b)- (c).
64. Fno. R. Civ. P. 15(d).
65. Simplified Pleading, supra note 59, at 468.
66. Simplified Pleading, supra note 59, at 468.
67. Simplified Pleading, supra note 59, at 468. Congress reinforced this policy in 1948 by

adopting 28 U.S.C. § 1653 which reads “Defective allegations of jurisdiction may be amended,
upon terms, in the trial or appellate courts.” 28 U.S.C. § 1653 (2010).

68. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1)(A) (2009) (amended 2009).
69. FED. R. Civ. P. 1S(a)(1)(B) (2009) (amended 2009).
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only to pleadings that themselves demand a responsive pleading.7° By
definition, this is the universe of pleadings that state claims for relief —

including the complaint, counterclaims, cross-claims, and third-party
complaints.71 The rule allowed these pleadings to be amended once as
a matter of course until the pleader was served with a responsive
pleading.72 Because motions are not responsive pleadings, the right to
amend under this version of Rule 15(a)(1)(A) was not terminated by
the filing of any motion, including the ubiquitous motions for exten
sions of time and Rule 12(b) motions to dismiss.73 As a result, the
rule created the possibility that the plaintiff’s right to amend the com
plaint as a matter of course could extend for considerably longer than
the twenty-day period for filing a responsive pleading then provided
by Rule 12(a).74

Before the 2009 amendment, it was equally clear that pleadings that
do not require a responsive pleading were governed by Rule
15(a)(1)(B). By definition, the pleadings governed by subsection (B)
would thus be responsive pleadings that did not themselves state a
claim for relief — including answers to complaints, counterclaims,
cross-claims, and third-party complaints.75 The rule strictly limited the
time for as of course amendments to these responsive pleadings to a
mere twenty days from the date that the responsive pleading was
served.76 This short time limit reflected the fact that these pleadings
would never need to be amended to adjust to points made in a respon
sive pleading.77

70. Simplified Pleading, supra note 59, at 468.
71. Fan. R Civ. P. 7(a).
72. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1)(A).
73. FED. R Civ. P. 6(b), 12(b). See, e.g., Smith v. Blackledge, 451 F.2d 1201 (4th Cir. 1971)

(defendant’s motion to dismiss was not a responsive pleading); Winget v. JP Morgan Chase
Bank, N.A., 537 F.3d 565 (6th Cfr. 2008) (same); Foster v. DeLuca, 545 F.3d 582 (7th Cit 2008)
(same); Coventry First, LLC v. McCarty, 605 F.3d 865 (11th Cfr. 2010) (same). It is fair to
characterize Rule 12(b) motions to dismiss as ubiquitous in federal litigation. A recent empirical
study from the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts shows that at least one Rule 12(5) motion
to dismiss was filed in 68% of all federal cases during two periods of comparison in 2007 and
200940. See Motions to Dismiss Information on Collection of Data, U.S. CouRTs, (Apr. 13,
2010), - http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/rules/Motions%2Oto%20Dismiss.04
2710.pdf (comparing the nine months preceding Twombly with the nine months after Iqbal).

74. In a typical case, the Rule 15(a)(1) period for amending the complaint would extend for
several months, but it is possible to find cases in which it lasted for much longer. See, e.g.,
Winget, 537 F.3d 565; Stein v. Royal Bank of Canada, 239 F.3d 389 (1st Cir. 2001); State Capital
Title Abstract Co. v. Pappas Bus. Servs., LLC, 646 F. Supp. 2d 668 (D.N.J. 2009) (original com
plaint filed on July 25, 2008, followed by first amended complaint on December 11, 2008).

75. Fan. R. Civ. P. 7(a).
76. Fao. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1)(B).
77. This reasoning remains apparent in the strictly limited time for as of course amend

ments to responsive pleadings under amended Rule 15.
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The vast majority of courts have viewed the right to amend as of
course under Rule 15(a)(1) as an absolute right,78 whose existence is
justffied on the grounds of judicial economy and the unificeithood of
prejudice to opposing parties.79 Rule 15(a)(1) assumes that it would
be wasteful to require judicial involvement in these amendments be
cause a judge would be highly unlikely to deny an amendment ad
vanced so early in the case.8° However, this logic breaks down in
actual practice - particularly in complex litigation - and much of the
impetus for amending Rule 15(a)(1) came from federal judges
themselves.81

C. Shortfalls in the Process: The Reasons Behind the December
2009 Amendment

Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure originate with
a recommendation from the Civil Rules Advisory Committee to the
Judicial Conference’s Committee on Rules of Practice and Proce
dure82 and are the product of a deliberative process that is compre
hensively documented in the Advisory Committee’s Minutes and
Reports.83 As a result, the Advisory Committee Minutes and Reports
leading up to the 2009 amendment to Rule 15(a)(1) provide a reliable

78. See supra note 32 and accompanying text. Despite the clarity of the rule, a few deci
sions in cases filed by pro Se prisoners hold that “[e]ven when a party may amend as a matter of
course, leave to amend may be denied if there is bad faith, undue prejudice to the opposing
party, or futility of amendment.” Abebe v. Richland County, No. 2:09-2469-M3S, 2010 WL
2431062, at *5 (D.S.C. June 14, 2010) (citing United States v. Pittman, 209 f.3d 314 (4th Cir.
2000)) (refusing to allow as of course amendment adding a time-barred claim in a case seeking
post-conviction relief). These decisions take the liberty of importing the Supreme Court’s analy
sis for denying leave to amend under Rule 15fa)(2) into Rule 15(a)(1). See foman v. Davis, 372
U.s. 178 (1962) (holding that leave to amend should be freely given in the absence of undue
delay, bad faith, or undue prejudice to opposing party).

79. 6 Cstpju.as Ai Wgiosir, ARTHUR R. MILLER, MARY KAY KA & R1Cs1u L.
MARCUS, FEDERAL Pit&cnca PROCEDURE § 1480 (3d ed. 1990).

80. Id.
81. See infra Part I.C.
82. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2074(a), Congress retains ultimate authority over all federal

rules; however, Congress delegated practical responsibility for federal rulemaking to the Su
preme Court in the Rules Enabling Act. 28 U.S.C. § 2072. The Supreme Court, in turn, has
delegated its rulemaking responsibility to the Judicial Conference of the United States, which
maintains a standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure (the “Standing Commit
tee”). 28 U.S.C. § 2073(b). 28 U.S.C. § 2073(a)(2) authorizes the Judicial Conference to appoint
Advisory Committees to assist the Standing Committee with rules of federal civil, criminal, ap
pellate, and bankruptcy procedure, as well as with federal rules of evidence. Members of the
Standing and Advisory Committees are drawn from the bench, practicing bar, and academia. A
concise summary of the federal rulemaking process is available on the United State Courts web-
site published by the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, http://www.uscourts.gov/RulesAnd
Policies/FederalRulemakinglRulemaldngProcess.aspx.

83. The Reports and Minutes of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee are available at the
website of the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/
RulesAndPolicies.
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guide to the procedural problems that led the Committee to propose
changes to the rule. These materials show that the prior version of
Rule 15(a)(1) was the target of criticism from the defense bar because
of perceived plaintiff-bias,84 and was also criticized by federal trial
judges who expressed “irritation. . . over the experience of encounter
ing an amended complaint filed after submission of a motion to dis
miss”85 Both sets of concerns indicate that dissatisfaction with the
existing rule was focused on its use by the plaintiffs’ bar.86

The first and foremost source of frustration was the “seemingly odd
provision in [former] Rule 15(a) that cut[] off the right to amend once
as a matter of course on the filing of a responsive pleading but not on
the filing of a responsive motion.”87 Judges found this distinction un
necessary and wasteful because the right to amend survived “the mo
tion, argument of the motion, deliberation by the court,” and
sometimes “even a decision granting the motion.”88 This allowed the
plaintiff to test the court’s response to the defendant’s motion and file
an amended complaint that not only addressed the court’s concerns,
but also benefitted from the judge’s investment of research, court
time, and effort in drafting an order.89

84. See, e.g., Cotsarrran or Ruras OF PRAcTICE rm PROCEDURE, Report of the Civil
Rules Advisory Committee, U.S. COURTS, 8, (Dec. 12, 2006) http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/
RulesAndPolicies/rulesfReports/CV12-2006.pdf (addressing concerns from a “practitioner who
primarily represents defendants”).

85. See, e.g., COMMrTTEE ON RULES OF PRAcTICE AND PROCEDURE, Minutes: Civil Rules
Advisory Committee, October 27-28, 2005, U.S. COURTS, 10, (June 1, 2006) http://www.us
courts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/rulesMinutes/CV11-2005-min.pdf (“Judges have sug
gested that this should be changed.”).

86. Id. “Our discussions started with the belief that, as presently drafted, Rule 15(a) has
resulted, in the usual context of a plaintiff desiring to amend the complaint, in both an unneces
sary burden on district judges, and undue advantage to the plaintiff.” Report of the Civil Rules
Advisory Committee, supra note 84. See afro CouvIrrrnE ON Rut.as OF PRAcncE AND PROCE
DURE, Minutes: Civil Rules Advisory Committee, May 22-23, 2006, U.S. COURTS, 23, (June 1,
2006) http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/rulewMinutes/CVO5-2006-min.pdf
(noting that “important changes are recommended for [amendments toj a pleading to which a
responsive pleading is required”).

87. Minutes: Civil Rules Advisory Committee, October 27-28, 2005, supra note 85, at 9-10.
88. Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee, supra note 84, at 6. Unless the judge’s

order dismissed the case with prejudice, many courts held that the plaintiff retained the right to
amend the comptaint as a matter of course. See, e.g., Richardson v. United States, 336 F.2d 265
(9th Cir. 1964) (plaintiff has the right to amend when defendant has successfully moved to dis
miss but has not yet filed a responsive pleading); Hagee v. City of Evanston, 95 F.R.D. 344 (N.D.
III. 1982) (plaintiff’s right to amend survives the grant of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss). In
this situation, courts also have the power to conditionally grant the defendant’s motion to dis
miss while simultaneously granting leave to amend to the plaintiff. See, e.g., Brever v. Rockwell
Int’l Corp., 40 F.3d 1119, 1131 (10th Cir. 1994) (district court had “authority to dismiss the case
with or without leave to amend the complaint”).

89. This concern is repeatedly mentioned in the Advisory Committee Reports and Minutes.
See, e.g., Minutes: Civil Rules Advisory Committee, May 22-23, 2006, supra note 86, at 24 (“Some
judges regularly encounter the frustration of investing time in a motion only to find an amend
ment of the challenged pleading.”).
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A second related concern centered on the impact of the plaintiff’s
Rule 15(a)(1) amendment on the defendant. Like judges, the defen
dant’s bar expressed annoyance with the fact that former Rule
15(a)(1) allowed the plaintiff’s attorney to benefit from the defen
dant’s work on a Rule 12 motion.9° This “free rider” effect91 was per
ceived as an unfair shifting of litigation costs from the plaintiff to the
defendant.

Much commercial litigation is driven by cost[sJ and the advantage to
be gained by shifting costs onto the opposing party. A plaintiff wants
to threaten the defendant with litigation costs such as discovery to
compel settlement, while incurring as few costs as possible — costs such
as researching the law. The plaintiff knows that the defendant will
most likely file a motion to dismiss, which wifi educate the plaintiff
about the law, and that — after imposing on the defendant the cost of
preparing the motion to dismiss — the plaintiff can take that ‘free’ legal
learning and craft a better complaint, one which may withstand a mo
tion to dismiss and open the gates to discovery. This is obviously a
situation that is very frustrating for defendants.2

Defendants used this jaundiced view of the plaintiffs’ bar to argue that
the plaintiff’s right to amend as a matter of course should be cut off by
the filing of a responsive pleading or motion to dismiss — a position
that was ultimately rejected by the Advisory Committee and is not
reflected in the amended rule.93

Finally, former Rule 15(a)(1) was seen as a source of gratuitous de
lay and potential prejudice during the pretrial phase of litigation.94
Judges and defendants’ attorneys feared that the plaintiff’s right to
amend the complaint in response to Rule 12 motions encouraged
careless drafting of complaints by the plaintiffs’ bar.95 This, in turn,
had the potential to prolong the proceedings by allowing the plaintiff

90. Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee, supra note 84, at 7 (noting the defen
dant’s “ability to deny the plaintiff the benefit of a free dde on the defendant’s legal research, by
answering and then filing a motion to dismiss”).

91. “A free ride occurs when one party to an arrangement reaps benefits for which another
party pays, though that transfer of wealth is not part of the agreement between them.” Rothery
Storage & Van Co. v. Atlas Van Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 210, 212 (D.C. Cir. 1986).

92. Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee, supra note 84, at 7.
93. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1).
94. This concern is explicitly addressed in the Advisory Committee Note to the 2009

amendment, winch notes that new language in the rule terminates the right to amend once as a
matter of course 21 days after service of the earlier of the responsive pleading or motion under
Rule 12(b), (e), or (f). FED. R. Civ. P. 15 advisory committee’s note (“This provision will force
the pleader to consider carefully and promptly the wisdom of amending to meet the arguments
in the motion.”). This is a theme that runs through the Advisory Committee Minutes and Re
ports leading up to the amendment. See, e.g., Minutes: Civil Rules Advisory Committee, May 22-
23, 2006, supra note 86, at 24 (“The right [to amend] persists indefinitely The [rule] amend
ment will support better judicial management and expedite disposition.”).

95. Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee, supra note 84, at 7 (noting that the “cost
and risk” attendant on motions for leave to amend “should lead at least some plaintiffs to pre
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a risk-free trial of the original complaint followed by an unreviewable
opportunity to revamp the complaint and raise a new set of issues.96
Since Rule 15(a)(1) amendments do not require leave, the potential
harm was compounded by the fact that the rule did not allow courts to
protect defendants from any prejudice that might flow from a late-
filed amendment.97

The case law relating to Rule 15(a)(1) amendments provides empir
ical support for the anecdotal discussions found in the Advisory Com
mittee Minutes and Reports. Judicial decisions ifiustrate the reality of
the problem by documenting that as of course amended complaints
were frequently ified in response to motions to dismiss,98 sometimes
long after the original complaint,99 and sometimes after the original
complaint had been dismissed.’°° The 2009 amendment to Rule
15(a)(1) was intended to address these concerns and reflects the Advi
sory Committee’s clear intention to shorten the time for amendments
as a matter of course to the complaint. And, in fact, the time at which
this period ends under the amended rule is generally clear. The ambi

pare more thoughtful, better researched initial complaints — a benefit to judges and defendants
alike”).

96. Id. at 9 (noting that “[tJhe amended rule will require the plaintiff to ‘fish or cut bait’
about amending the complaint within twenty-one days after service of the motion to dismiss,
rather than waiting”).

97. The rule did allow the defendant to cut off the plaintiffs tight to amend merely by filing
an answer; however, the defendant’s attorney sacrificed certain strategic advantages by filing an
answer in lieu of a pre-answer motion to dismiss. For example, a pending pre-answer motion to
dismiss tolls the defendant’s obligation to answer the complaint. See fit. R. Civ. P. 12(a)(4).
This gives the defendant more time to investigate and plan an intelligent response to the com
plaint. if successful, a pre-answer motion to dismiss also benefits the defendant by ending the
litigation without the expense of taking the litigation any further. Because of these advantages,
“a motion to dismiss is most often filed before an answer.” Report of the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee, supra note 84, at 9.

98. See, e.g., Willis v. Collins, 989 F.2d 187 (5th Cir. 1993) (prisoner’s response to motion to
dismiss construed as amended complaint); Taj Mahal Enters., Ltd. v. Trump, 745 F. Supp. 240
(D.N.J. 1990) (plaintiff amended complaint in response to motion to strike and dismiss); Murray
V. West Palm Beach Hous. Auth., No. 08-80396-CW, 2008 WL 4927007 (S.D. Ha. Nov. 17, 2008)
(response to motion to dismiss construed as amended complaint).

99. Although the gap between the original and amended complaints would typically last for
several months, it is possible to find cases in which the gap stretches for much longer. See, e.g.,
Vitullo v. Mancini, 684 F. Supp. 2d 747 (E.D. Va. 2010) (four months); Milliner v. DiGuglielmo,
No. 08-4905, 2010 WL 972151 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 16, 2010) (nine months); Sahu v. Union Carbide
Corp., No. 04 Civ. 8825(JFK), 2010 WL 2473585 (S.D.N.Y. June 16, 2010) (case pending 5 ‘h
years). In Sahu, the defendant had filed a motion to dismiss, but no responsive pleading. Five
and one-half years after filing the original complaint, the plaintiff asked the court for a ruling
that the 2009 version of Rule 15(a) would apply to any amended complaint. Because the plain
tiff had not yet filed an amended complaint, the court denied plaintiff’s motion on the ground
that it sought an advisory opinion. Sahu, 2010 WL 2473585.

100. See, e.g., Stein v. Royal Bank of Canada, 239 f.3d 389 (1st Cir. 2001) (plaintiff free to
amend complaint until entry of judgment on order of dismissal); Camp v. Gregory, 67 f.3d 1286
(7th Cir. 1995); Rick-Mik Enters. v. Equion Enters., 532 F.3d 963 (9th Cir. 2008); Mayes V.
Leipziger, 729 F.2d 605 (9th Cfr. 1984); but see Acevedo-Villabos v. Hernandez, 22 F.3d 384 (1st
Cir. 1994); Smith v. NCAA, 139 F.3d 180 (3d Cir. 1998).
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guity in amended Rule 15(a)(1) becomes apparent only when consid

ering the point at which the window for amendment begins, something

that was not the focus of the Advisory Committee’s efforts.

II. THE AMBIGUOUS 2009 AMENDMENT TO RULE 15(A)(1)

As amended on December 1, 2009, Rule 15(a) uses the following

language to provide for pre-trial amendments to pleadings:

(a) Amendments Before Trial.

(1) Amending as a Matter of Course. A party may amend its

pleading once as a matter of course within:

(A) 21 days after serving it, or

(B) if the pleading is one to which a responsive pleading is

required, 21 days after service of a responsive pleading or

21 days after service of a motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or

(f), whichever is earlier.

(2) Other Amendments. In all other cases, a party may amend its

pleading only with the opposing party’s written consent or the

court’s leave. The court should freely give leave when justice

so requires.10’

The amendment made no changes to Rule 15(a)(2), but it revised

Rule 15(a)(1) in ways that have both intended and unexpected

consequences.

J88



C. The Third Interpretation: A Continuous Period for Amending
Complaints that Begins when the Complaint is filed

The weaknesses inherent in the first and second interpretations can
be cured by reading amended Rule 15(a)(1) so that: (1) only Rule
15(a)(1)(B) applies to amendments to pleadings that require respon
sive pleadings, and (2) the twenty-one day periods referenced in sub
section (B) are viewed as terminating, but not otherwise limiting, the
right to amend as of course. This approach enforces the policies be
hind the amendment, protects judicial economy, and avoids pointless
procedural gaps. Unfortunately, the literal language of the amended
rule does not clearly produce this result, making it necessary to look
for a less natural reading of the rule that better reflects the Advisory
Committee’s intentions.’64

The first necessary point, finding Rule 15(a)(1)(A) inapplicable to
pleadings that state claims, can be reached by focusing on the fact that
subsection (B) applies only “if the pleading is one to which a respon
sive pleading is required.”65 Technically, this language excludes cer
tain other pleadings from the operation of subsection (B); however, it
is equally possible to draw the negative implication that it also has a
limiting effect.’ Read in this way, Rule 15(a)(1)(B) becomes the
only part of the rule that applies to pleadings that state claims, and
hence is the sole provision allowing amendments as a matter of course
to such pleadings. Although not the most obvious reading of the rule,
this interpretation is plausible and achieves a more desirable result
than other alternatives.’67

163. See supra notes 79-80 and accompanying text.
164. When, as here, the language of a Rule or statute is clearly ambiguous, the best construc

don will typically be one that reflects the drafter’s intent. See, e.g., Iraota & CIA, S.A. v.
Kimberly-Clark Corp., 232 F.3d 854, 857 (11th Cir. 2000).

165. Fun. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1)(B).
166. See supra note 140-42 and accompanying text.
167. This adjustment to the rule is necessary only to avoid the nonsensical gap that results if

both (A) and (B) apply and an extension of the time to respond is allowed to the defendant. See
supra note 129-30 and accompanying text. if no extension of time is obtained, the 21 day periods
in (A) and (B) will dovetail perfectly and no gap will appear.
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The second necessary point is to view the twenty-one day periods
given in Rule 15(a)(1)(B) as terminating, but not otherwise limiting,
the time for amendments as a matter of course. This allows the period
for amendment to begin when the pleading is filed or served.168 This
result can be reached by tying the word “within” that precedes subsec
tions (A) and (B) to the events stated in subsection (B) to create a set
of termination dates.’69 In this way, Rule 15(a)(1)(B) can be read as
establishing a termination date that will always be twenty-one days
after the occurrence of a certain event, but not as limiting the period
for amendment to a mere twenty-one days. This is exactly how the
rule has historically operated; however, the Committee’s choice of the
word “within,” which was added by the 2009 amendment, allows the
rule to be read in a more limited way.’7°

This interpretation of the rule was assumed in Montz v. Pilgrim
films & Television, Inc.,’71 one of the first circuit court decisions to
discuss the 2009 amendment to Rule 15(a)(1). In Montz, Judge
O’Scannlain writes of the applicability of the amendment to a pending
complaint:

Amendments to Rule 15(a) took effect on December 1, 2009, and ap
ply to pending proceedings ‘insofar as just and practicable.’ Rule
15(a), as amended, provides that a party’s right to amend as a matter
of course terminates ‘21 days after service of a responsive pleading or
21 days after service of a motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f), which
ever is earlier.’ Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1)(B) (2010). Thus, under the
amended rule, the plaintiffs’ right to amend as a matter of course ter
minated in May 2007, before the district court’s ruling on the defend
ants’ Rule 12(b)(6) motion.’72

The judge’s addition of the word “terminates” immediately before the
quotation from the rule indicates that he does not read the rule as
limiting the plaintiff to one twenty-one day period in every case.’73
Instead, he reads the amended rule as creating a period that ends on
the specified date.174 This usage implies a continuous time-period that
ends twenty-one days after one of the events specified in Rule
15(a)(1)(B), but begins at some earlier point.

168. Before the 2009 amendment, Rule 15(a) did not distinguish between these two events,
allowing an amendment as a matter of course “at any time” before a responsive pleading was
served. FED. R. Cw. P. 15(a) (2009) (amended 2009). Thus, it was possible to amend a complaint
once as a matter of course immediately after filing it.

169. These events are, of course, the service of the earlier of a responsive pleading or a
motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f).

170. As noted previously, a number of courts, as well as one major treatise, are reading the
nile in exactly this way. See supra Part II.B.

171. Montz v. Pilgrim Films & Television, Inc., 606 f.3d 1153 (9th dr. 2010).
172. Id. at 1159 n.1 (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted).
173. Id.
174. Id.
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The background material to the 2009 amendment makes it clear
that the Advisory Committee was also focused on the cutoff point for
amendments as of right to pleadings that state a claim.175 Nothing in
these materials indicates any intention to change the point at which
the right begins. To the contrary, the Committee’s gaze was on two
goals located at the termination point. The first goal allows respon
sive pleadings and Rule 12 motions to have equal weight in terminat
ing the plaintiff’s right.’76 The second goal tightens the time for
amendments to a relatively brief period after the defendant’s appear
ance through a responsive pleading or Rule 12 motion.’77 These goals
are completely fulfilled by allowing amended Rule 15(a)(1)(B) to con
trol the termination of the plaintiff’s right to amend, and nothing is
gained by reading subsection (B) as also controlling the start date and
limiting the period to a scant twenty-one days. Similarly, nothing in
the Advisory Committee materials indicates any intention to create
the possible gap created by the first interpretation of the amended
rule. In fact, the Committee itself has characterized this reading as a
misunderstanding of the amendment.178

Given this, the Committee’s intention appears to have been to use
amended Rule 15(a)(1)(B) to create a continuous period for amend
ments as of right to pleadings that state a claim. This period would, as
before, begin with the filing of the pleading, but would now predict
ably terminate twenty-one days after the service of a responsive
pleading or motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f). Unfortunately, the
amended text does not lead to this outcome, with the result that the
initial discussions of amended Rule 15(a)(1) in treatises and case law
fragment into two camps — neither of which corresponds to the most
logical construction of the rule.’79

Ill. CoNcLusIoN: THE THIRD INTERPRETATION PROVIDES THE
BEST OUTCOME

Because amended Rule 15(a)(1) is inherently ambiguous, three in
terpretations of amended Rule 15(a)(1) are possible and courts wifi be
forced to select between them. This choice should be made thought
fully because the federal Rules of Civil Procedure give amendments a
central role that is closely tied to the function of pleading itself. As
pleading itself becomes more difficult, the ability of parties to easily

175. See supra Part IC.
176. See supra notes 87-93 and accompanying text.
177. See supra notes 94-97 and accompanying text.
178. See supra notes 140-44 and accompanying text.
179. See supra Parts II.A.-B.
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amend their pleadings becomes correspondingly more important.’8°
Despite this, developing case law under the amended rule reflects a
problematic and unwitting split between two plausible readings of the
amended rule — both of which have colorable support in the text — and
that stands to make amendments less available.

Rule 15(a) historically allowed any pleading stating a claim to be
amended once as a matter of course at any time before the service of a
responsive pleading.’81 This language elegantly excluded answers and
other pleadings that do not compel a responsive pleading, and sensibly
allowed the claimant to amend as of right at any point before the end
of the given period.’82 The prior language did not specify a beginning
date for the plaintiff’s right to amend as of course for the simple rea
son that there is no policy reason for doing so. The old rule presumed
that the plaintiff would not waste this opportunity by filing an improv
ident or frivolous early amendment and, thus, concentrated on provid
ing a clear termination point.183 This rationale is equally true under
the amended rule and is reflected in the stated goals of the 2009
amendment — providing equivalent treatment to responsive pleadings
and Rule 12 motions and limiting the plaintiff’s time to amend in re
sponse to each.

The third interpretation does not flow as easily from the text of
amended Rule 15(a)(1) as the first and second possible interpretations
of the rule. However, properly understood, the first and second inter
pretations have the potential to produce results that are anomalous at
best and nonsensical at their worst. The third interpretation avoids
these flaws, while accomplishing all of the policy goals of the amend
ment and better reflecting the expressed intent of the Advisory Com
mittee. In addition, the third interpretation of the amended rule
coherently meshes prior procedure with the goals behind the 2009
amendment and, thus is the interpretation that will come most natu
rally to judges and lawyers familiar with the practice for amending
complaints as a matter of course under prior Rule 15(a)(1).

180. Many commentators report that the Supreme Court’s decisions in Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129
S. Ct. 1937 (2009), and Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007), have made pleading
more difficult. See, e.g., Arthur R. Miller, From Conley to Twombty to Iqbat: A Double Play on
the federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 60 Duke U. 1, 18-36 (2010); Scott Dodson, New Pleading,
New Discovery, 109 Mich. L. Rev. 53, 64-68 (2010).

181. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(a) (2009) (amended 2009) (Answers and other pleadings that do not
compel a responsive pleading were, in turn, expressly addressed in former Rule 15(a)(1)(B)).

182. kL
183. Minutes: Civil Rules Advisory Committee, May 22-23, 2006, supra note 86, at 24 (“[A]

pleader recognizes the importance of the first amendment. After one amendment, it becomes
more difficult to win permission to make another amendment. ‘Taking the first shot will be a
matter for care.”).
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The ambiguity in the 2009 amendment to Rule 15(a)(1) will inevita
bly be resolved, either by a subsequent amendment or by developing a
consensus through case law. The resulting rule should be devised with
due regard for the history of Rule 15, the realities of modern litiga
tion, and the stated purposes of the 2009 amendment. Optimally, this
resolution will allow a continuous period for amending pleadings that
state a claim that begins when the pleading is filed and that continues
for twenty-one days after the service of the earlier of a responsive
pleading or motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f).
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UNiTED STATES COURT Of APPEALS
FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT

No. 10-2306

BARBARA ANNE ANDERSON,
Appellant

V.

BONDEX INTERNATIONAL, INC. An Ohio Corporation

VANASKIE, Circuit Judge.

Barbara Anderson appeals from an order of the District Court finding that her

proposed amended complaint did net relate back to her original pleading. Because we

agree with the District Court that the two pleadings dId not arise out of the same

‘conduct. transaction, or occurrence,” as required by Fed. R. Civ.?. 15(c)(l)(B), we will

affirm.

I.

On August 16, 2006, Bartara Anderson was diagnosed with mesothelioma. She

filed a complaint in the Circuit Court for the City of Richmond on October 26, 20Db,

alleging that her mesothelioma was caused by exposure to ‘asbestos dust and fibers from

‘The Honorable Jed. S. Rakoff, United States Senior District Judge for the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York, sitting by designation.
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[her father’s] asbestos- laden workclothes.” (Appendix (“A.”) 60.) Anderson’ s father

worked as a pipe cover insulator at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Anderson argued that

she was exposed to asbestos from 1947, when her father began working at the Shipyard,

until 1956, Anderson nanied more than twenty defendants, including Georgia-Pacific

Corporation (“Georgia-Pacific”), and Union Carbide Corporation (“Union Carbide”)

(collectively, “Appellees”), alleging she was entitled to recover under theories of

negligence and breach of warranty. Hoping to avoid removal to federal court, Anderson

also “disclaim[ed] any cause of action for any injuries caused by any exposure to asbestos

dust that occurred in a federal enclave.” (A. 65 ¶ 10.)

At the time she filed her original complaint, Anderson believed her only exposure

to asbestos occurred from 1947 to 1956, when she lived with her father while he was

working at the Naval Shipyard. When Anderson was subsequently deposed in January

2007, however, she testified that she believed she was also exposed to asbestos dust in

Federal office buildings where she worked during the 1960s and ‘70s.

Based on Anderson’s deposition testimony, Georgia-Pacific filed a notice of

removal, explaining that Anderson alleged asbestos exposure during her employment in

buildings located within federal enclaves, and that, as such, the action was removable

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441. The case proceeded in federal court as part of the asbestos

Multidistrict Litigation in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and Magistrate Judge

David Strawbridge oversaw the pretrial proceedings.

On May 21, 2009, several defendants filed motions for summary judgment. On

June 10, 2009, Anderson filed a motion to amend her original complaint. In addition to
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she was exposed to dust from asbestos-containing joint compound products during

ongoing construction and renovation projects taking place in the office buildings where

she worked” during the 1960s and 70s. (A. 578 l 1.) Her amended complaint did not

include the allegations of household asbestos exposure during her childhood.

The Magistrate Judge denied Anderson’s motion for leave to amend, finding that

the proposed amended complaint was barred by the applicable statute of limitations and

did not relate back to her original complaint because it alleged a subsequent phase of

asbestos exposure. Anderson filed objections to the Magistrate Judge’s order, which the

District Court overruled.

Anderson now appeals the District Court’s order overruling her objections,

arguing the District Court erred in finding that her amended complaint does not relate

back to her original pleading. Specifically, she argues the District Court erroneously

applied a standard for relation back that is limited to habeas corpus proceedings, and

erred in finding that notice to defendants of an amended claim must come from the

original comolaint. A.

Anderson first argues that the District Court misapplied Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 15, which governs amended pleadings, by employing the Supreme Court’s

holding in Mayte v. fetL-, 545 U.S. 644 (2005). She contends that Mayk established an

exacting test for relation back that should be limited to federal habeas corpus

proceedings.’

federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15 provides, in the con text relevant here, that “a
party may amend its pleading only with the opposing party’s :ritten consent or the

courts leave.” fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2). Rule 15 counsels courts to “freely give leave [to

arnendi when justice so requiTes.” Id. However, “undue delay. bad faith, and flitIlity’

justify a court’s denial of leave to amend. Arthur v. Maersk, Inc., 434 f,3d 196, 2t)4 (3d

Cir. 2006)
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Where a claim is barred by the statute of limitations, amendment is only

permitted if the proposed amended complaint “relates back to the date of the original

pleading” pursuant to Rule 15(c).

Here, it is undisputed that Anderson’s claims are governed by Virginia’s two-year

statute of limitations. See Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-243 and 8.01-249(4). It is also

undisputed that, unless the amended complaint relates back to her original complaint,

Anderson’s claims are time-barred.2

Rule 15(c) provides, in pertinent part, that “[a]n amendment to a pleading relates

back to the date of the original pleading when. . . the amendment asserts a claim or

defense that arose out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set out--or attempted to

be set out--in the original pleading.” Fed. R. Civ.?. 15(c)(i)(B).3 We have interpreted

2 Virginia law requires personal injury claims to “be brought within two years
after the cause of action accrues.” Va. Code Ann. § 8.0 1-243. In cases alleging injury as
a result of asbestos exposure, the cause of action accrues “when a diagnosis of asbestosis,
interstitial fibrosis, mesothelioma, or other disabling asbestos-related injury or disease is
first communicated to the person or his agent by a physician.” Va. Code Ann. § 8.0 1-
249(4). Anderson was diagnosed with mesothelioma on August 16, 2006. Thus, the
statute of limitations period expired on August 16, 2008. Anderson did not move for
leave to amend her complaint until June 10, 2009, nearly ten months after the statute of
limitations had run,

The full text of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(c)(1) provides:

(1) When an Amendment Relates Back, An amendment to a
pleading relates back to the date of the original pleading
when:

(A) the law that provides the applicable statute of
limitations allows retation back;
(3) the amendment asserts a claim or defense that arose
out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set out--or
attempted to be set out-- in the original pleading; or
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Rule 1 5(c) as requiring “a common core of operative facts in the two pleadings.” Benset

p. Allied Pilots Ass’n, 387 F.3d 298, 310 (3d Cir. 2004). Accordingly, proposed

amendments relate back if they “restate the original claim with greater particularity or

amplify the factual circumstances surrounding the pertinent conduct, transaction or

occurrence in the preceding pleading.” Id.

Interpreting Rule 15(c)’s application to petitions for habeas corpus, the Supreme

Court held that “[a]n amended habeas petition. .. does not relate back.. . when it asserts

a new ground for relief supported by facts that differ in both time and type from those the

original pleading set forth.” Mayte, 545 U.S. at 650. The Magistrate Judge quoted this

language in its Memorandum Opinion, noting that, although the Court decided tvfayk in

the context of habeas corpus, the principle “applies equally here” because Mayle was

predicated on the relevant subsection of Rule 15(c). (A. 7.) The District Court adopted

(C) the amendment changes the party or the naming of the
party against whom a claim is asserted, if Rule
15(c)(1)(B) is satisfied and if, within the period provided
by Rule 4(m) for serving the summons and complaint, the
party to be brought in by amendment:

(1) received such notice of the action that it will not be
prejudiced in defending on the merits; and
(ii) knew or should have known that the action would
have been brought against it, but fot a mistake
concerning the proper party’s identity.

Here, neither party asserts that fed. R. Civ. P. 15(c)(1)(C) applies. The parties also agree
that section 15(c)(1)(A) is immaterial because it gives a party the benefit of whichever
standard for relation back is most lenient, and that the federal rule is “either equivalent to
or more lenient than its Virginia equivalent, Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-6.1.” (Appellant’s Br.
20.) Accordingly, our discussion focuses on fed. R. Civ. P. 15(c)(1)(B).
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the reasoning of the Magistrate Judge, but did not reference the “time and type” language

from .Mayte. Instead, the District Court merely cited that case for the general “common

core of operative fact” test.

Nevertheless, Anderson argues the District Court erred in applying the standard

expounded in Mayle, which, she asserts, is more stringent than the standard for ordinary

civil cases. She urges that the proper inquiry is set out in Tiller v. Atlantic Coast Line R.

Co., 323 U.S. 574 (1945), where the Supreme Court held that an amended complaint

related back even though it added a new claim. In Tiller, a widow brought suit against a

railroad company after her husband was struck and killed by a railroad car. The original

complaint in Tiller alleged negligence for failure to provide a lookout who could warn of

coming trains, and the amended complaint alleged negligence for failure to properly light

the railroad car. hI. at 580. Asserting that, under Titter, relation back is proper even if

the amended pleading alters the “mode in which the defendant breached the legal duty or

caused the injury,” (Appellant’s Br. 27 (citing Davis v. Yellow Cab Co., 35 F.R.D. 159,

161 (ED. Pa. 1964)), Anderson argues her amended complaint relates back under this

standard.

We are not persuaded. First, we note that the District Court did not rely on the

Mayle “time and type” language, but instead applied the long-standing test for relation

back, which analyzes whether the amended complaint shares a “common core of

operative fact” with the original pleading. Bensel, 387 F.3d at 310.

Second, the Supreme Court’s analysis in Mayte was consistent with — not more

exacting than — its application of Rule 15(c) in other contexts. Mayle, 545 U.S. at 664
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(‘Our reading is consistent with the general application of Rule 15(c)(2).”), Indeed,

rather than holding that Rule 15(c) should be applied more rigorously in the habeas

context, the Supreme Court explained that it was reInIng in what it saw as the lower

courts’ more liberal construction of Rule 15(c) in habeas cases than in “run-of-the-mine

civil proceedings.” Id. at 657. Thus, we have utilized Mayte ‘s “time and type” language

in the non-habeas civil context. See Glover, 698 f.3d at 147 (“in other words,

[Appellant’s] amended FDCPA claims differed in ‘time and type’ from the claims earlier

alleged.”) (citing Mayle, 545 U.S. at 657-59).

furthermore, Anderson does not meet the general standards for relation back as set

forth in Tiller or Bensel. Relation back under Rule 15(c) requires an amended complaint

to share a common core of operative facts” with the original pleading. Bensel, 387 F.3d

at 310. Although Anderson characterizes her proposed amendment as merely “alter[ing]

the mode by which defendants caused the injury,” (Appellant’s Br. 17). her amended

complaint alleges entirely separate exposure years later while she herself was working.

We therefore agree with the District Court that “[t]he only thing that the two complaints

have in common is [Anderson] herself, and the unfortunate fact that she may have been

exposed to asbestos twice in her Life, under unrelated circumstances.” (A. 22.) Thus, we

conclude that the District Court properly interpreted and applied Rule 15(c).

B.

Anderson next argues that she meets the requirements for relation back because

the defendants in this case had actual notice of her intent to pursue a claim based on her

workplace exposure to asbestos in the 1960s and ‘70s. Specifically, she asserts that the
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District Court erred in finding that notice must came from the original pleading, and in

finding that her original complaint failed to put defendants on notice of her amended

claim.

We have explained that fair notice is “the touchstone for relation back. . . because

Rule 15(c) is premised on the theory that ‘a party who has been notified of litigation

concerning a particular occurrence has been given all the notice that statutes of

limitations were intended to provide.’” Glover, 698 f.3d at 146 (quoting Baldwin Cty.

Welcome Ctr. v. Brown, 466 U.S. 147, 149 n,3 (1984)). Our precedent states

unequivocally, however, that an amendment does not relate back “where the original

pleading does not give a defendant fair notice of what the plaintiff’s [amended] claim is

and the grounds up on which it rests.” Qtoi’er, 69$ F.3d at 146 (quoting Baldwin, 466

U.S. at 149 n.3) (emphasis added). We therefore reject Anderson’s argument that notice

need not come from the original pleading.

We likewise reject Anderson’s contention that her original complaint put

AppeHees on notice of her amended claim. The original complaint made no mention of

workplace exposure during the 1960s and ‘70s, and in fact explicitly disclaimed any

cause of action related to her employment within federal enclaves.

Accordingly, we agree with the District Court that Anderson was required to

provide fair notice in her original pleading of asbestos exposure in the workplace, and

that she failed to do so. Thus, we conclude that the District Court did not abuse its

discretion in denying Andersons motion for leave to amend her pleadings.

III.
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No. 09—337

WANDA KRUPSKI, PETITIONER v. COSTA
CROCIERE S. r. A.

ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEALS FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT

[June 7, 2010]

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR delivered the opinion of the Court.
Rule 15(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure gov

erns when an amended pleading “relates back” to the date
of a timely filed original pleading and is thus itself timely
even though it was filed outside an applicable statute of
limitations. Where an amended pleading changes a party
or a party’s name, the Rule requires, among other things,
that “the party to be brought in by amendment... knew
or should have known that the action would have been
brought against it, but for a mistake concerning the proper
party’s identity.” Rule 15(c)(1)(C). In this case, the Court
of Appeals held that Rule 15(c) was not satisfied because
the plaintiff knew or should have known of the proper
defendant before filing her original complaint. The court
also held that relation back was not appropriate because
the plaintiff had unduly delayed in seeking to amend. We
hold that relation back under Rule 15(c)(1)(C) depends on
what the party to be added knew or should have known,
not on the amending party’s knowledge or its timeliness in
seeking to amend the pleading. Accordingly, we reverse
the judgment of the Court of Appeals.
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I
On February 21, 2007, petitioner, Wanda Krupski,

tripped over a cable and fractured her femur while she
was on board the cruise ship Costa Magica. Upon her
return home, she acquired counsel and began the process
of seeking compensation for her injuries. Krupski’s pas
senger ticket—which explained that it was the sole con
tract between each passenger and the carrier, App, to Pet.
for Cert. 37a—included a variety of requirements for
obtaining damages for an injury suffered on board one of
the carrier’s ships. The ticket identified the carrier as

“Costa Crociere S. p. A., an Italian corporation, and all
Vessels and other ships owned, chartered, operated,
marketed or provided by Costa Crociere, S. p. A., and
all officers, staff members, crew members, independ
ent contractors, medical providers, concessionaires, pi
lots, suppliers, agents and assigns onboard said Ves
sels, and the manufacturers of said Vessels and all
their component parts.” Id., at 27a.

The ticket required an injured party to submit “written
notice of the claim with full particulars . . . to the carrier
or its duly authorized agent within 185 days after the date
of injury.” Id., at 28a. The ticket further required any
lawsuit to be “filed within one year after the date of in
jury” and to be “served upon the carrier within 120 days
after ffling.” Ibid. For cases arising from voyages depart
ing from or returning to a United States port in which the
amount in controversy exceeded $75,000, the ticket desig
nated the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Florida in Broward County, Florida, as the
exclusive forum for a lawsuit. Id., at 36a. The ticket
extended the “defenses, limitations and exceptions. . . that
may be invoked by the CARRIER” to “all persons who may
act on behalf of the CARRIER or on whose behalf the
CARRIER may act,” including “the CARRIER’s parents,
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subsidiaries, affiliates, successors, assigns, representa
tives, agents, employees, servants, concessionaires and
contractors” as well as “Costa Cruise Lines N. V.,” identi
fied as the “sales and marketing agent for the CARRIER
and the issuer of this Passage Ticket Contract.” Id., at
29a. The front of the ticket listed Costa Cruise Lines’
address in Florida and stated that an entity called “Costa
Cruises” was “the first cruise company in the world” to
obtain a certain certification of quality. Id., at 25a.

On July 2, 2007, Krupski’s counsel notified Costa Cruise
Lines of Krupski’s claims. App. 69—70. On July 9, 2007,
the claims administrator for Costa Cruise requested addi
tional information from Krupski “[i]n order to facilitate
our future attempts to achieve a pre-litigation settlement.”
App, to Pet. for Cert. 23a—24a. The parties were unable to
reach a settlement, however, and on February 1, 2008—
three weeks before the 1-year limitations period expired—
Krupski filed a negligence action against Costa Cruise,
invoking the diversity jurisdiction of the Federal District
Court for the Southern District of Florida. The complaint
alleged that Costa Cruise “owned, operated, managed,
supervised and controlled” the ship on which Krupski had
injured herself; that Costa Cruise had extended to its
passengers an invitation to enter onto the ship; and that
Costa Cruise owed Krupski a duty of care, which it
breached by failing to take steps that would have pre
vented her accident. App. 23—26. The complaint further
stated that venue was proper under the passenger ticket’s
forum selection clause and averred that, by the July 2007
notice of her claims, Krupski had complied with the
ticket’s presuit requirements. Id., at 23. Krupski served
Costa Cruise on February 4, 2008.

Over the next several months—after the limitations
period had expired—Costa Cruise brought Costa Croci
ere’s existence to Krupski’s attention three times. First,
on February 25, 2008, Costa Cruise filed its answer, as-
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serting that it was not the proper defendant, as it was
merely the North American sales and marketing agent for
Costa Crociere, which was the actual carrier and vessel
operator. Id., at 31. Second, on March 20, 2008, Costa
Cruise listed Costa Crociere as an interested party in its
corporate disclosure statement. App. to Pet. for Cert. 20a.
Finally, on May 6, 2008, Costa Cruise moved for summary
judgment, again stating that Costa Crociere was the
proper defendant. App. 5, 33—38.

On June 13, 2008, Krupski responded to Costa Cruise’s
motion for summary judgment, arguing for limited discov
ery to determine whether Costa Cruise should be dis
missed. According to Krupski, the following sources of
information led her to believe Costa Cruise was the re
sponsible party: The travel documents prominently identi
fied Costa Cruise and gave its Florida address; Costa
Cruise’s Web site listed Costa Cruise in Florida as the
United States office for the Italian company Costa Croci
ere; and the Web site of the Florida Department of State
listed Costa Cruise as the only “Costa” company registered
to do business in that State. Id., at 43—45, 56—59. Krup
ski also observed that Costa Cruise’s claims administrator
had responded to her claims notification without indicat
ing that Costa Cruise was not a responsible party. Id., at
45. With her response, Krupski simultaneously moved to
amend her complaint to add Costa Crociere as a defen
dant. Id., at 4 1—42, 52—54.

On July 2, 2008, after oral argument, the District Court
denied Costa Cruise’s motion for summary judgment
without prejudice and granted Krupski leave to amend,
ordering that Krupski effect proper service on Costa Cro
ciere by September 16, 2008. Id., at 71—72. Complying
with the court’s deadline, Krupski fled an amended com
plaint on July 11, 2008, and served Costa Crociere on
August 21, 2008. Id., at 73, 88—89. On that same date,
the District Court issued an order dismissing Costa Cruise
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from the case pursuant to the parties’ joint stipulation,
Krupski apparently having concluded that Costa Cruise
was correct that it bore no responsibility for her injuries.
Id., at 85—86.

Shortly thereafter, Costa Crociere—represented by the
same counsel who had represented Costa Cruise, compare
id., at 31, with id., at 100—moved to dismiss, contending
that the amended complaint did not relate back under
Rule 15(c) and was therefore untimely. The District Court
agreed. App. to Pet. for Cert. 8a—22a. Rule 15(c), the
court explained, imposes three requirements before an
amended complaint against a newly named defendant can
relate back to the original complaint. First, the claim
against the newly named defendant must have arisen “out
of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set out—or
attempted to be set out—in the original pleading.” Fed.
Rules Civ. Proc. 15(c)(1)(B), (C). Second, “within the
period provided by Rule 4(m) for serving the summons and
complaint” (which is ordinarily 120 days from when the
complaint is filed, see Rule 4(m)), the newly named defen
dant must have “received such notice of the action that it
will not be prejudiced in defending on the merits.” Rule
15(c)(1)(C)(i). Finally, the plaintiff must show that, within
the Rule 4(m) period, the newly named defendant “knew
or should have known that the action would have been
brought against it, but for a mistake concerning the proper
party’s identity.” Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii).

The first two conditions posed no problem, the court
explained: The claim against Costa Crociere clearly in
volved the same occurrence as the original claim against
Costa Cruise, and Costa Crociere had constructive notice
of the action and had not shown that any unfair prejudice
would result from relation back. App. to Pet. for Cert.
14a—18a. But the court found the third condition fatal to
Krupski’s attempt to relate back, concluding that Krupski
had not made a mistake concerning the identity of the
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proper party. Id., at 18a—21a. Relying on Eleventh Cir
cult precedent, the court explained that the word “mis
take” should not be construed to encompass a deliberate
decision not to sue a party whose identity the plaintiff
knew before the statute of limitations had run. Because
Costa Cruise informed Krupski that Costa Crociere was
the proper defendant in its answer, corporate disclosure
statement, and motion for summary judgment, and yet
Krupski delayed for months in moving to amend and then
in fling an amended complaint, the court concluded that
Krupski knew of the proper defendant and made no
mistake.

The Eleventh Circuit affirmed in an unpublished per
curiam opinion. Krupski v. Costa Cruise Lines, N. V.,
LLC, 330 Fed. Appx. 892 (2009). Rather than relying on
the information contained in Costa Cruise’s filings, all of
which were made after the statute of limitations had
expired, as evidence that Krupski did not make a mistake,
the Court of Appeals noted that the relevant information
was located within Krupski’s passenger ticket, which she
had furnished to her counsel well before the end of the
limitations period. Because the ticket clearly identified
Costa Crociere as the carrier, the court stated, Krupski
either knew or should have known of Costa Crociere’s
identity as a potential party.’ It was therefore appropri
ate to treat Krupski as having chosen to sue one potential
party over another. Alternatively, even assuming that she
first learned of Costa Crociere’s identity as the correct
party from Costa Cruise’s answer, the Court of Appeals

‘The Court of Appeals stated that it was “imput[ing]” knowledge to
Krupski. 330 Fed. Appx., at 895. Petitioner uses the terms “imputed
knowledge” and “constructive knowledge” interchangeably in her brief,
while respondent addresses only actual knowledge. Because we reject
the Court of Appeals’ focus on the plaintiffs knowledge in the first
instance, see infra, at 8—13, the distinction among these types of
knowledge is not relevant to our resolution of this case.
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observed that Krupski waited 133 days from the time she
filed her original complaint to seek leave to amend and did
not file an amended complaint for another month after
that. In light of this delay, the Court of Appeals concluded
that the District Court did not abuse its discretion in
denying relation back.

We granted certiorari to resolve tension among the
Circuits over the breadth of Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii),2 558 U. S.
— (2010), and we now reverse.

II
Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, an amend

ment to a pleading relates back to the date of the original
pleading when:

“(A) the law that provides the applicable statute of
limitations allows relation back;

“(B) the amendment asserts a claim or defense that
arose out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set
out—or attempted to be set out—in the original plead

2See, e.g., Krupski v. Costa Cruise Lines, N. V. LLC, 330 Fed. Appx.
892, 895 (CAll 2009) (per curiam) (case below); Rendatt-$peranza v.
Nassim, 107 F. 3d 913, 918 (CADC 1997) (provision does not authorize
relation back where plaintiff “was fully aware of the potential defen
dant’s identity but not of its responsibility for the harm alleged”);
Cornueti v. Robinson, 23 F. 3d 694, 705 (CA2 1994) (no relation back
where plaintiff knew the identities of the responsible defendants and
failed to name them); Goodman v. Praxair, Inc., 494 F. 3d 458, 469—470
(CA4 2007) (en banc) (rejecting argument that plaintiff’s knowledge of
proper corporate defendant’s existence and name meant that no mis
take had been made); Arthur v. Maersk, Inc., 434 F. 3d 196, 208 (CA3
2006) (“A ‘mistake’ is no less a ‘mistake’ when it flows from lack of
knowledge as opposed to inaccurate description”); Leonard v. Parry, 219
F. 3d 25, 28—29 (CAl 2000) (plaintiffs knowledge of proper defendant’s
identity was not relevant to whether she made a “mistake concerning
the identity of the proper party”). We express no view on whether
these decisions may be reconciled with each other in light of their
specific facts and the interpretation of Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(h) we adopt
today.
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ing; or

“(C) the amendment changes the party or the nam
ing of the party against whom a claim is asserted, if
Rule 15(c)(l)(B) is satisfied and if, within the period
provided by Rule 4(m) for serving the summons and
complaint, the party to be brought in by amendment:

“(1) received such notice of the action that it will not
be prejudiced in defending on the merits; and

“(ii) knew or should have known that the action
would have been brought against it, but for a mistake
concerning the proper party’s identity.” Rule 15(c)(1).

In our view, neither of the Court of Appeals’ reasons for
denying relation back under Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii) finds
support in the text of the Rule. We consider each reason
in turn.

A
The Court of Appeals first decided that Krupski either

knew or should have known of the proper party’s identity
and thus determined that she had made a deliberate
choice instead of a mistake in not naming Costa Crociere
as a party in her original pleading. 330 Fed. Appx., at
895. By focusing on Krupski’s knowledge, the Court of
Appeals chose the wrong starting point. The question
under Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii) is not whether Krupski knew or
should have known the identity of Costa Crociere as the
proper defendant, but whether Costa Crociere knew or
should have known that it would have been named as a
defendant but for an error. Rule 15(c)(l)(C)(ii) asks what
the prospective defendant knew or should have known
during the Rule 4(m) period, not what the plaintiff knew
or should have known at the time of filing her original
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complaint.3
Information in the plaintiffs possession is relevant only

if it bears on the defendant’s understanding of whether
the plaintiff made a mistake regarding the proper party’s
identity. For purposes of that inquiry, it would be error to
conflate knowledge of a party’s existence with the absence
of mistake. A mistake is “{aJn error, misconception, or
misunderstanding; an erroneous belief.” Black’s Law
Dictionary 1092 (9th ed. 2009); see also Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary 1446 (2002) (defining “mis
take” as “a misunderstanding of the meaning or implica
tion of something”; “a wrong action or statement proceed
ing from faulty judgment, inadequate knowledge, or
inattention”; “an erroneous belief’; or “a state of mind not
in accordance with the facts”). That a plaintiff knows of a
party’s existence does not preclude her from making a
mistake with respect to that party’s identity. A plaintiff
may know that a prospective defendant—call him party
A—exists, while erroneously believing him to have the
status of party B. Similarly, a plaintiff may know gener
ally what party A does while misunderstanding the roles
that party A and party B played in the “conduct, transac
tion, or occurrence” giving rise to her claim. If the plaintiff
sues party B instead of party A under these circum
stances, she has made a “mistake concerning the proper
party’s identity” notwithstanding her knowledge of the
existence of both parties. The only question under Rule

3Rule 15(c)(1)(C) speaks generally of an amendment to a “pleading”
that changes “the party against whom a claim is asserted,” and it
therefore is not limited to the circumstance of a plaintiff filing an
amended complaint seeking to bring in a new defendant. Nevertheless,
because the latter is the “typical case” of Rule 15(c)(1)(C)’s applicability,
see 3 Moore’s Federal Practice §15.19[2J (3d ed. 2009), we use this
circumstance as a shorthand throughout this opinion. See also Id.,
§15.19[3][a]; Advisory Committee’s 1966 Notes on Fed. Rule Civ.
Proc. 15, 28 U. S. C. App., pp. 122—123 (hereinafter Advisory Commit
tee’s 1966 Notes).
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15(c)(1)(C)(ii), then, is whether party A knew or should
have known that, absent some mistake, the action would
have been brought against him.

Respondent urges that the key issue under Rule
15(c)(1)(C)(ii) is whether the plaintiff made a deliberate
choice to sue one party over another. Brief for Respondent
11—16. We agree that making a deliberate choice to sue
one party instead of another while fully understanding the
factual and legal differences between the two parties is the
antithesis of making a mistake concerning the proper
party’s identity. We disagree, however, with respondent’s
position that any time a plaintiff is aware of the existence
of two parties and chooses to sue the wrong one, the
proper defendant could reasonably believe that the plain
tiff made no mistake. The reasonableness of the mistake
is not itself at issue. As noted, a plaintiff might know that
the prospective defendant exists but nonetheless harbor a
misunderstanding about his status or role in the events
giving rise to the claim at issue, and she may mistakenly
choose to sue a different defendant based on that misim
pression. That kind of deliberate but mistaken choice does
not foreclose a finding that Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ü) has been
satisfied.

This reading is consistent with the purpose of relation
back: to balance the interests of the defendant protected
by the statute of limitations with the preference expressed
in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in general, and
Rule 15 in particular, for resolving disputes on their mer
its. See, e.g., Advisory Committee’s 1966 Notes 122; 3
Moore’s Federal Practice §15.O2[1], 15.19[3][a] (3d ed.
2009). A prospective defendant who legitimately believed
that the limitations period had passed without any at
tempt to sue him has a strong interest in repose. But
repose would be a windfall for a prospective defendant
who understood, or who should have understood, that he
escaped suit during the limitations period only because
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the plaintiff misunderstood a crucial fact about his iden
tity. Because a plaintiffs knowledge of the existence of a
party does not foreclose the possibility that she has made
a mistake of identity about which that party should have
been aware, such knowledge does not support that party’s
interest in repose.

Our reading is also consistent with the history of Rule
15(c)(1)(C). That provision was added in 1966 to respond
to a recurring problem in suits against the Federal Gov
ernment, particularly in the Social Security context.
Advisory Committee’s 1966 Notes 122. Individuals who
had filed timely lawsuits challenging the administrative
denial of benefits often failed to name the party identified
in the statute as the proper defendant—the current Secre
tary of what was then the Department of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare—and named instead the United States;
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare itself
the nonexistent “Federal Security Administration”; or a
Secretary who had recently retired from office. Ibid. By
the time the plaintiffs discovered their mistakes, the
statute of limitations in many cases had expired, and the
district courts denied the plaintiffs leave to amend on the
ground that the amended complaints would not relate
back. Rule 15(c) was therefore “amplified to provide a
general solution” to this problem. Ibid. It is conceivable
that the Social Security litigants knew or reasonably
should have known the identity of the proper defendant
either because of documents in their administrative cases
or by dint of the statute setting forth the filing require
ments. See 42 U. S. C. §405(g) (1958 ed., Supp. III).
Nonetheless, the Advisory Committee clearly meant their
filings to qualify as mistakes under the Rule.

Respondent suggests that our decision in Nelson v.
Adams USA, Inc., 529 U. S. 460 (2000), forecloses the
reading of Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii) we adopt today. We dis
agree. In that case, Adams USA, Inc. (Adams), had ob
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tamed an award of attorney’s fees against the corporation
of which Donald Nelson was the president and sole share
holder. After Adams became concerned that the corpora
tion did not have sufficient funds to pay the award, Adams
sought to amend its pleading to add Nelson as a party and
simultaneously moved to amend the judgment to hold
Nelson responsible. The District Court granted both
motions, and the Court of Appeals affirmed. We reversed,
holding that the requirements of due process, as codified
in Rules 12 and 15 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
demand that an added party have the opportunity to
respond before judgment is entered against him. Id., at
465—467. In a footnote explaining that relation back does
not deny the added party an opportunity to respond to the
amended pleading, we noted that the case did not arise
under the “mistake clause” of Rule 15(c):4 “Respondent
Adams made no such mistake. It knew of Nelson’s role
and existence and, until it moved to amend its pleading,
chose to assert its claim for costs and fees only against
[Nelson’s company].” Id., at 467, n. 1.

Contrary to respondent’s claim, Nelson does not suggest
that Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii) cannot be satisfied if a plaintiff
knew of the prospective defendant’s existence at the time
she filed her original complaint. In that case, there was
nothing in the initial pleading suggesting that Nelson was
an intended party, while there was evidence in the record
(of which Nelson was aware) that Adams sought to add
him only after learning that the company would not be
able to satisfy the judgment. Id., at 463—464. This evi

4The “mistake clause” at the time we decided Nelson was set forth in
Rule 15(c)(3). 529 U. S., at 467, a. 1; 528 F. R. D. 525, 529 (1991). Rule
15(c) was renumbered in 2007 without substantive change “as part of
the general restyling of the Civil Rules,” at which time it received its
current placement in Rule 15fc)(1)(C)(ii). Advisory Committee’s 2007
Notes on Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 15, 28 U. S. C. App., p. 37 (2006 ed.,
Supp. II).
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dence countered any implication that Adams had origi
nally failed to name Nelson because of any “mistake con
cerning the proper party’s identity,” and instead suggested
that Adams decided to name Nelson only after the fact in
an attempt to ensure that the fee award would be paid.
The footnote merely observes that Adams had originally
been under no misimpression about the function Nelson
played in the underlying dispute. We said, after all, that
Adams knew of Nelson’s “role” as well as his existence.
Id., at 467, n. 1. Read in context, the footnote in Nelson is
entirely consistent with our understanding of the Rule:
When the original complaint and the plaintiffs conduct
compel the conclusion that the failure to name the pro
spective defendant in the original complaint was the result
of a fully informed decision as opposed to a mistake con
cerning the proper defendant’s identity, the requirements
of Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii) are not met. This conclusion is in
keeping with our rejection today of the Court of Appeals’
reliance on the plaintiffs knowledge to deny relation back.

B
The Court of Appeals offered a second reason why Krup

ski’s amended complaint did not relate back: Krupski had
unduly delayed in seeking to ifie, and in eventually filing,
an amended complaint. 330 Fed. Appx., at 895. The
Court of Appeals offered no support for its view that a
plaintiffs dilatory conduct can justify the denial of relation
back under Rule 15(c)(1)(C), and we find none. The Rule
plainly sets forth an exclusive list of requirements for
relation back, and the amending party’s diligence is not
among them. Moreover, the Rule mandates relation back
once the Rule’s requirements are satisfied; it does not
leave the decision whether to grant relation back to the
district court’s equitable discretion. See Rule 15(c)(1) (“An
amendment ... relates back ... when” the three listed
requirements are met (emphasis added)).
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The mandatory nature of the inquiry for relation back
under Rule 15(c) is particularly striking in contrast to the
inquiry under Rule 15(a), which sets forth the circum
stances in which a party may amend its pleading before
trial. By its terms, Rule 15(a) gives discretion to the
district court in deciding whether to grant a motion to
amend a pleading to add a party or a claim. Following an
initial period after filing a pleading during which a party
may amend once “as a matter of course,” “a party may
amend its pleading only with the opposing party’s written
consent or the court’s leave,” which the court “should
freely give . . . when justice so requires.” Rules 15(a)(1)—
(2). We have previously explained that a court may con
sider a movant’s “undue delay” or “dilatory motive” in
deciding whether to grant leave to amend under Rule
15(a). Foman v. Davis, 371 U. S. 178, 182 (1962). As the
contrast between Rule 15(a) and Rule 15(c) makes clear,
however, the speed with which a plaintiff moves to amend
her complaint or files an amended complaint after obtain
ing leave to do so has no bearing on whether the amended
complaint relates back. Cf. 6A C. Wright, A. Miller, & M.
Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1498, pp. 142—143,
and nn. 49—50 (2d ed. 1990 and Supp. 2010).

Rule 15(c)(1)(C) does permit a court to examine a plain
tiffs conduct during the Rule 4(m) period, but not in the
way or for the purpose respondent or the Court of Appeals
suggests. As we have explained, the question under Rule
15(c)(1)(C)(ii) is what the prospective defendant reasona
bly should have understood about the plaintiffs intent in
filing the original complaint against the first defendant.
To the extent the plaintiffs postflling conduct informs the
prospective defendant’s understanding of whether the
plaintiff initially made a “mistake concerning the proper
party’s identity,” a court may consider the conduct. Cf.
Leonard v. Parry, 219 F. 3d 25, 29 (CAl 2000) (“[P]ost
filing events occasionally can shed light on the plaintiffs
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state of mind at an earlier time” and “can inform a defen
dant’s reasonable beliefs concerning whether her omission
from the original complaint represented a mistake (as
opposed to a conscious choice)”). The plaintiffs postflling
conduct is otherwise immaterial to the question whether
an amended complaint relates back.6

C
Applying these principles to the facts of this case, we

think it clear that the courts below erred in denying rela
tion back under Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(ii). The District Court
held that Costa Crociere had “constructive notice” of
Krupski’s comp’aint within the Rule 4(m) period. App, to
Pet. for Cert. 15a—17a. Costa Crociere has not challenged
this finding. Because the complaint made clear that Krup
ski meant to sue the company that “owned, operated,
managed, supervised and controlled” the ship on which
she was injured, App. 23, and also indicated (mistakenly)
that Costa Cruise performed those roles, id., at 23—27,
Costa Crociere should have known, within the Rule 4(m)
period, that it was not named as a defendant in that com
plaint only because of Krupski’s misunderstanding about
which “Costa” entity was in charge of the ship—clearly a
“mistake concerning the proper party’s identity.”

Respondent contends that because the original com
plaint referred to the ticket’s forum requirement and
presuit claims notification procedure, Krupski was clearly
aware of the contents of the ticket, and because the ticket
identified Costa Crociere as the carrier and proper party

5Similarly, we reject respondent’s suggestion that Rule 15(c) requires
a plaintiff to move to amend her complaint or to ifie and serve an
amended complaint within the Rule 4(m) period. Rule 15(c)(1)(C)(i)
simply requires that the prospective defendant has received sufficient
“notice of the action” within the Rule 4(m) period that he will not be
prejudiced in defending the case on the merits. The Advisory Commit
tee Notes to the 1966 Amendment clarify that “the notice need not be
formal.” Advisory Committee’s 1966 Notes 122.
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for a lawsuit, respondent was entitled to think that she
made a deliberate choice to sue Costa Cruise instead of
Costa Crociere. Brief for Respondent 13. As we have
explained, however, that Krupski may have known the
contents of the ticket does not foreclose the possibility that
she nonetheless misunderstood crucial facts regarding the
two companies’ identities. Especially because the face of
the complaint plainly indicated such a misunderstanding,
respondent’s contention is not persuasive. Moreover,
respondent has articulated no strategy that it could rea
sonably have thought Krupski was pursuing in suing a
defendant that was legally unable to provide relief.

Respondent also argues that Krupski’s failure to move
to amend her complaint during the Rule 4(m) period
shows that she made no mistake in that period. Id., at
13—14. But as discussed, any delay on Krupski’s part is
relevant only to the extent it may have informed Costa
Crociere’s understanding during the Rule 4(m) period of
whether she made a mistake originally. Krupski’s failure
to add Costa Crociere during the Rule 4(m) period is not
sufficient to make reasonable any belief that she had
made a deliberate and informed decision not to sue Costa
Crociere in the first instance.6 Nothing in Krupski’s con
duct during the Rule 4(m) period suggests that she failed
to name Costa Crociere because of anything other than a
mistake.

It is also worth noting that Costa Cruise and Costa

6The Court of Appeals concluded that Krup ski was not diligent
merely because she did not seek leave to add Costa Crociere until 133
days after she ified her original complaint and did not actually file an
amended complaint for another a month after that. 330 Fed. Appx., at
895. It is not clear why Krupski should have been found dilatory for
not accepting at face value the unproven allegations in Costa Cruise’s
answer and corporate disclosure form. In fact, Krupski moved to
amend her complaint to add Costa Crociere within the time period
prescribed by the District Court’s scheduling order. See App. 3, 6—7;
Record, Doc. 23, p. 1.
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Crociere are related corporate entities with very similar
names; “crociera” even means “cruise” in Italian. Cassell’s
Italian Dictionary 137, 670 (1967). This interrelationship
and similarity heighten the expectation that Costa Croci
ere should suspect a mistake has been made when Costa
Cruise is named in a complaint that actually describes
Costa Crociere’s activities. Cf. Morel v. DaimterChryster
AG, 565 F. 3d 20, 27 (CAl 2009) (where complaint con
veyed plaintiffs’ attempt to sue automobile manufacturer
and erroneously named the manufacturer as Daimler
Chrysler Corporation instead of the actual manufacturer,
a legally distinct but related entity named DaimlerChrys
ler AG, the latter should have realized it had not been
named because of plaintiffs’ mistake); Goodman v. Prax
air, Inc., 494 F. 3d 458, 473—475 (CA4 2007) (en banc)
(where complaint named parent company Praxair, Inc.,
but described status of subsidiary company Praxair Ser
vices, Inc., subsidiary company knew or should have
known it had not been named because of plaintiffs mis
take). In addition, Costa Crociere’s own actions contrib
uted to passenger confusion over “the proper party” for a
lawsuit. The front of the ticket advertises that “Costa
Cruises” has achieved a certification of quality, App. to
Pet. for Cert. 25a, without clarifying whether “Costa
Cruises” is Costa Cruise Lines, Costa Crociere, or some
other related “Costa” company. Indeed, Costa Crociere is
evidently aware that the difference between Costa Cruise
and Costa Crociere can be confusing for cruise ship pas
sengers. See, e.g., Suppa v. Costa Crociere, S. p. A., No.
07—60526—CIV, 2007 WL 4287508, *1, (SD Fla., Dec. 4,
2007) (denying Costa Crociere’s motion to dismiss the
amended complaint where the original complaint had
named Costa Cruise as a defendant after “find[ing] it
simply inconceivable that Defendant Costa Crociere was
not on notice . . . that . . . but for the mistake in the origi
nal Complaint, Costa Crociere was the appropriate party
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to be named in the action”).
In light of these facts, Costa Crociere should have

known that Krupski’s failure to name it as a defendant in
her original complaint was due to a mistake concerning
the proper party’s identity. We therefore reverse the
judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
and remand the case for further proceedings consistent
with this opinion.

It is so ordered.
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RULE 15(c) [ISTAKE: THE SUPREME COURT IN
KRUPSIJ SEEKS TO RESOLVE AJUDICIAL THICKET

Robert A. Litsardi’

I. INTRODUCTION

The statute of limitations is a device that protects potential defendants
from being subjected to suit on stale claims.’ It is based on the idea that
defendants should be free from the risk of litigation after the passage of an
arbitrary amount of time, so that they may order their affairs without
concern that they will be notiuied of a suit when information and documents
that are needed to defend the matter are no longer available. While
recognizing the importance of a statute of limitations, Federal Rule of Civi]
Procedure 15 acts as a counterbalance to such statutes by allowing a
plaintiff to freely amend a complaint to assert additional claims, or to name
new or additional parties, and have those amendments relate back to a
rr.p1aint flied within the statute of limitations even Lhough that statute has
nm.2 The intent of the nile is to encourage decisions on the merits by
Liberally allowing changes to pleadings and having those changes relate back
to a timely filed complaint if certain conditions are met

Pmframr of law, Weatern New England College School of Law A.B, Colgate University, 1968; JO,
Doston College, 1971. 1 would lIke to thank Mkb&r L 1Thnea Witdcrarisall for her invaluable research
asnte with this Axtide.

‘Pnd 0. Canington, “&dufswtd ‘ThrdIUr”SI &rRsdea th&gM, 1989 DUKE U. 281, 290.
‘For pttrpos of this Article, refereasces will be to the cunesst version of the ndc Fw R Ov. P. 15(cXI),

which reflrz*s thc 2007 1t amcndmcofs but makes no substantive change. It pmvidc
(I) When an Amen&nent Relaxes Back. An asnaichneat to a plcaog rdarea back to the daze of the

iginal plearlisig where
(A) zbs law th rpmvida the appEcable stmuteofUmjtnrions allows rrJaxicsn badç
(3) the amendment asserts a dabn or deftnc that ax out ot the conduct, transaction, or

oneslce set out—or attempted to be t out—in the original plearllng or
the amaith-nait changea the party or the naming of the pasty againa w+iom a claim is asses-ted,

ifRide 15fc)(t)(B) is satiaicd and 11 within the period psovided by Ruit 4(m) for ving the summons
and complaint, the pazly to be brought in by amendmaie

0 reed-red with notice of the action that it will not be prtjuthced in defencEngan th nscii
and

(uJ knew orthould hove known that the action would have beai brought against it, but for a
mistake aincraning the proper parWs identity.

Fan. L Cv. P. 15fc11).
Cartington,onote lax 310-12.
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U. PURPOSE OF THE RULE

In the words of Professor Kaplan, “[a] rule ofprocedure has a sphere of
influence beyond its precise text, but how far it should extend is a matter of
taste.”8 To judge the meaning of the “mistake” language of Rule 15
requires an errina1ion of the text of the rule, the Advisory Committee’s
notes on its adoption, and a review of the judicial interpretations of that
seemingly simple term to judge what its application should he.

The provision dealing with changing parties that includes the “mistake”
language was added to Rule 15(c) in 1966.’ The Advisory Committee’s
purpose was to expand on the original rule, which only provided that an
amendment could relate back to the date of the original pleading if it “arose
out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set forth or attempted to be
set forth in the original pleading.”2° While that language dearly addressed
questions of relation back for additional claims involving the same parties, it
did not make dear whether it would apply to situations where new parties
were added or the parties were changed. Some courts had read this
language broadly to permit amendments to relate back that changed the
party or the name of the party. The Advisory Committee addressed this
issue because it was particularLy concerned with cases against the federal
govermnent in which the wrong defendant was named because the plaintiff
used names ofparties who did not exist, could not be properly sued, or who
had retired. In these cases, some courts had reftised to permit relation
back of the amendments by parties that were made upon c[djiscoveg
their mistakes” on the grounds that these amendments would constitute the
“commencement of a new proceeding,” and so could not relate back to the
original filing

In criticizing the “new proceeding” approach, the Advisory Committee
emphasized that it was not consistent with the intent of the nile and that the
revisions to the nile were intended to clarify this.24 The question was not
whether the amendment created a “new proceeding,” but whether the
policy of the statute of limitations was satisfied.23. That policy, the Advisory
Committee asserted, turned on whether the defendant had received
adequate noticu of the action.25
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A. Orig&z

The judidai development of the meaning of the component
of Rule 15(c) originates in the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision in
Wood u. Wa thk.’8 While that case is almost always cited as the source for
the restrictive reading of “mistake” as not including a lack ofknowledge, the
decision provides little reasoning or authority for that proposition. The case
involved a claim against named and unnamed law enforcement officers who
were denominated John Doe and Richard Roe” When the named
defendants were successful on motions for summary judgment, the plaintiff
amcnded the complaint to change the names ofjohn Doe and Richard Roe
to specific law enforcement officers.° The district court then dismissed the
claims against the new defendants since the statute of limitations had
expired before they were made parties to the action.4’ In response to the
plaintiffs contention on appeal that his amendment should relate back to
within the statu.te of limitations, the court of appeals asserted that the
amendment did not meet any of the conditions of the nile, but in particular
the court spoke to the “mistake” requirement. It concluded that the
requirement was not met “where . . . there is a lack of knowledge of the
proper party.”42 The court’s basis for this view was that the nile was
desig-ned to correct misnomers, and so relation back was only permitted
where there was “an error made concerning the identity of the proper party

and where that pany is chargeable with knowledge of the mistake.”4’ Since
the plaintiffs use of John Doe and Richard Roe was not a mistake, but
simply a lack of knowledge as to the identity of the law enforcement officers,
he could not make use of Rule 15(c).44 The court cited another Seventh
Circuit case, Sassi v. Breier, as authority for its distinction between mistake
and lack of knowledge.45 That case was very similar to Wood on its facts,
which also involved a civil-tights action in which the plaintiff amended the
complaint to substitute the previously unknown police officers forJohn Doe
and Richard Doe. The Sasii court accepted the findings of the district court
that the new defendants did not have notice of the action, nor knowledge
that they would have been original defendants “but for [aj mistake or even
lack of knowledge of their identities that the newly named defendants would
have been named as original defendants.”46 Having left the question of
mistake/lack of knowledge open, the court went on to say that naming a
John Doe defendant did not toll the statute of limitations “until such time as
a named defendant may be substhuted.”1 Thus, the court made the point
that a John Doe defendant without more is not enough to permit relation
back because “[t]o hold otherwise could have an unwarranted impact upon
the salutary purposes of statutes of limItadons.”4a So Wood’s citation of this
case is not supportive of its position because Sass does not address the
mistake/lack of knowledge question, but only says that if you have not met
the Rule 15(c) requirements of notice and knowledge, you cannot go
through the back door by listing a John Doe and have that serve as a
substitute.
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V. APPLYING THE PROPER APPROACH IN ANALYZING RULE I 5(c)(l)(C)fii)

Early in the KnipsAi opinion, Justice Sotomayor stated that the Court
sought to “resolve the] tension among the Circuits” over the proper
interpretation of the relation back rule..’4’ Therefore, what remains is to
examine whether and how the J&upslci analysis resolves the coulhicting
positions of the circuit courts in considering the categories of cases in which
relation back most commonly occurs.K2

As to the first category of misnomers and sidenti&ations, it has
aiways been agreed that the rule would allow for relation back.’43 However,
it is also dear after Kisi that relation back is not limited to those terms.
The Court makes clear that a mist4ke includes cases in which the plaintiff
lacked knowledge as to the proper party and is not limited to “a mere s11p of
the pen,” as had been asserted by a majority of the courts of appeals.’44
While those courts have argued that this would circumvent the statute of
limitations, the Supreme Court has clearly anned that a broader view of
the rule strikes the proper balance of relation back and the statute of
limitations.’45 Such a balance was the very intention of the Advisory
Committee in proposing the 1966 amendments to Rule 15.’

This is also the case in a situation in which a plaintiff knows of the
existence of a person, but does not know that the person Is potentially liable
in the plaintiff’s action. The Kivpski Court makes clear that these cases meet
the mistake requirements for relation back and, in doing so, rejects the iew
of those courts that have characterized these facts as situations in which
there was no mistake of identity—because the plaintiff sued the intended
party and made a conscious choice in not suing others’47—reasoning that
the plaintiff “knew who those parties were and made a mistake in who it
determined it ought to sue under the circumstances.”14H Here the Court

ii at 2494 ([RJcpcisc would be a windfall for a prtoptivc U&ndant who mdernood, or who
thould have undood, that he eatapcd nih during the lirrdtadons pdrd only barn th0 pbhniW
mimiridciuood a audal fact about his idaitity.”)..

‘‘ hLt,z 2492.
442 eactornpanyinnotra8—t5.
“IS, t, Robcztsv. thar1 219 F.3d 775 th Ci. 2000).
‘ &a iGi. 130 S. C at 2494.
415 jj

‘S Fm. P.. Civ.?. I5advisaty cammhier’e note w 1966 aniaidmait.
‘41Snz tact acairraxrying nota 62 and 90.
“° Rendall-Spaaiani v, Nanim, 107 f.3d 913, 918 (D.C. Cr. 1997) (quothg LaPar. Carp. v.
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expands the concept of mistake of identity to indude those situations in
which a plaintiff knows of a prospective defendant, but misperceIves his
status or role in the events giving rise to the claim,149 and those in which the
plaintiff may not have known of the existence of the prospective party until
after the statute had run. In both cases, the key question is whether the
plaintiff had a full understanding of the facts and law in making the decision
either not to sue a prospective defendant or to sue another defendant. If she
did so without that full understanding, she would have made a mistake as to
the proper party’s identity, warranting relation back if the prospective
defendant understood beT mistake.1 At the same time, the Supreme Court
makes dear that if the plaintiff had made an affirmative decision not to sue
a party, and subsequently changed her mind after the statute of limitations
had run, the plaintiff would not have made a mistake of identity3’ but just
as importantly, the new defendant would have a strong argument that
failing to sue the known potential defendant would not meet the “knew or
should have known” component of the rule.’52

The fuial situation to consider is the John Doe placeholder case, which
was the factual setting for the original rejection of the “lack of knowledge”
analysis in the Waod case.153 While some courts have treated John Does and
other changes of parties in the same way,’ there is a distinct difference
with these placeholder cases. In the other situations we have considered,
there has dearly been some error caused by some lack of understanding on
the part of the plaintiff. InJohn Doe cases it can be argued that the plaintiff
has not made a mistake, but is acknowledging that there is or may be

ASARCO,Inc,5f.3U431,434(9thClt t993)).
t4 F.rupa, 1305 Ct.at 2494; are, eMmin, 07 F3d at ia Wing claim by plaintiff that hc did not

originally sue the new dcfnsidant boanae she did not think it was the liahk party); ax aiw Wilson v. United Statx
Gov 23 F.3d 559, 560, 563 (Ia Cir. 1994) (mv1ngstitwhat plaintliftual his emptoyrts, bdicing they wa
owners of the lxnsm what he was injuxed, and taia ttsmcd that thc United Su was the owner, rasilsing in
court concluding that the plaintiff “fully intended to sue GIGS, he did an, and GEGS torud out to be the
wrongpaity. Weba3tnodoubtthatRuk 15(notdalgssedtoromedysuthtslea.”). In raising this
paldan the cnwis were viewing the nile as only applying to mininmas and middensificatlona While not being
orisaUy sued might he a basis for the new defendant so argue that it did not 10113w it was a proper party to the
salon, it is not a basis to daim that the plaintiff did not maise a rnisuskc under the rule. Casbo Momi v.
DainilciOsrysler AG, 565 FM 20,27 (1st Cit. 2009).

4cissh; 130 S Cm. am. 249+. &dax lluednc V. Kaiser, No 3:09CV1026, 2010 WL 2606251, at 2 n.2
(Ni). OhioJwic 25,2010) 0sedi wici facts, and so not to dwatlons in which the plaintiffdid not lciow
the identity atthe proper defendant, which under Sucth C’utuhprecedcot is not a rniaakc).

‘3’i4s,lj, 1305 Ct. at 2494; jar, Mhur v. Macmis, In; 434 FM 196,201 n.9 (3d CIr. 2006) (dtlng
Gamin v. City of Philadelphia, 354 f,3d 215, 22t-22 (3d Cit. 2003); 3 MooRs rr AL, am note 95,

l5.19l)fd]).
C Icilky v. Arus Marine In; BOO F.2d 853, 857 th Gin 1986) ‘(I7Iaintill’s failure to amend in

complaint to adds d&ndatst after being 0otiEal ofa minalrc. . may cause the unnamed party to conclude that
was not named because ofsixamegic tsons...

°‘&xdiscuninn aqraPsst lfl.A.
134 ans mae accompanying notEs 53—58.
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another defendant or defendants. However, he does not know that person’s
identity.’55 As a result, if one reads the rule’s mistake language and the
Court’s analysis in Rupski as requiring an error caused by a lack of
understanding, it presents a superficially stronger linguistic argument than
in the other situations discussed that no mistake is involved. The Court in
Kntpski is careful to use the error/mistake language in applying the rule,
which suggests some support for this position. However, the Court also
makes dear that the language is designed to protect against only strategic
choices, not those that occur as a result of a lack of knowledge concerning
the identity of the proper defendant.’56 If that prospective defendant has
notice and knowledge that it would be a proper defendant but for a lack of
factual understanding as to his identity, the prospective defendant would
have the very windfall protection of the statute of limitations that the Court
sought to prohibit in KrupsW57 Such a reading is also consistent with the
policy of the rule, which is to ailtiw decisions on the merits as long as the
policy of the statute of limitations is satisfied.’58 To read this language as a
bar to John Doe amendments, while allowing relation back to changes of
parties or the addition of parties, would be inconsistent with the text and the
purpose of the nile.

The text of the rule sets the parameters that apply to changes to the
party or the naming of the party. In the setting of an amendment that
replaces a John Doe with the actual party, the amendment “changes the
party,” and so provides entry to the rule. The plaintiff must then show that
the notice and knowledge components are met so that the new party is not
prejudiced.’59 Consistent with KnipsAi, the “mistake” language is designed to
insure that the rule may only be used when the plaintiff did not have an
understanding of the prospective defendant’s idcntity.’6° if the prospective
defendant knows this, it should not be given the windfall of the statute of
limitations any more than a prospective defendant whose status or role was
not fully tmderstood.’6’

‘Coodrnanv Thvta.ir, Inc., 494F3d4513,470-7t (4th Cir 2007). T sisthcvuystuaboniti Weal,
anditallowedcourts pplythcnikiii oth siomrions.SWoodv. Worathck,618 E.2d 1225,1230(7th Cu.
1980).

upLJ, I3QS. Cc.a2495.
at 2494.

Oothi 494 f.3d az.471; Singiceyv. Pa. Dcp’totCatT., 266 F.3d 186, 201 ni(3d Cur. 200I).saL,. aa text acesmpanying naea 15—20.
‘9Gazinat, 494 F3d as 470 rme Rule’s desaiption oTwhcn such an amcndencnt relates batic.. . ftxare

on the at&t tht net /5u’ and tht 97da tht see jaD that the aincndmnit will have. These cnre requrernenta
pcrvefbr the sew party the prottions ofastnrteof tazions.” (citation omiucd)).

at 471.
I” fj (‘fh ‘rulk’ 1angug is textutfly limited to d salhin the riodec that thc new party had, requiting
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The Important point is that the plaintiff has an opportunity to have his
amended claim heard against the newly named party who has replaced the
John Doe, but only if the plaintiff can show that she new defendant had the
proper notice and knowledge that th rule requires. In this way, a proper
balance is struck between the defendant’s right to repose and the pLaintiff’s
right to proceed with his claim.

VI. CONCLUSION

In adopting amendments to the relation back provisions of Rule 15(c) in
1966, the Advisory Committee sought to clarify and liberalize the relation
back of amendments, changing the party or the naming of the party, in light
of the policy of encouraging decisions on the merits. However, the courts
have often applied the rule in a narrow fashion that limits its utility as a tool
to encourage decisions on the merits. Those courts focused on the mistake
language in the rule and applied it only in cases of misnomers and
misidentificadons. In doing so, these courts seek to protect defendants’
rights to repose without acknowledging the fact that those tights have to be
balanced against plaintiffs’ rights to have a case heard on the merits. In
recent years, some courts have begun to expand the application of the nile
to a far wider range of cases, which allows the rule to be used in a way that
is consistent with the Advisory Committee’s intent to encourage decisions
on the merits. The tension created by these conflicting cases has been
resolved by the Supreme Court’s opinion in Kntpshi a. Costa Cmci.u S.p.IL,
which makes dear that courts should read the rule in a way that strikes a
proper balance between the interests of the parties and thus avoid a crabbed
reading of the nile that would limit its use to “a s11p of the pen.”

that thc ntw party havt cqxoed or hodd have tcd, wrthin the iitmjozu pcioci, thai k wuuid be tiarnexi
rnthefimtplace....”).
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FINAL EXAMINATION IN SPRING 2006CIVIL PROCEDURE §3 MAY 3, 2006PROFESSOR LONNY HOFFMAN

Question No. 2 Lfor typists: limit 500 words)

Creighton Miller is the administrator of the estate of Booker T. Pompey. Pompey workedfor many years en various ships owned by American Heavy Lift Shipping, Inc. He wasdiagnosed with colon cancer and leukemia prior to his death in November 2001. In January2004, Miller brought suit against American Heavy Lift Shipping, Inc. under state law forcommon law negligence.

The elements for establishing negligence in this jurisdiction are: (1) a duty owed to theplaintiff; (2) breach of that duty by the defendant; (3) the defendant’s breach was a proximatecause of injuries sustained by the plaintiff; and (4) the plaintiff suffered injuries as a result. Thestatute of limitations on this cause of action is three years, thus Miller’s January 2004 filing waswithin the limitations period.

In particular, relevant language in the complaint read as follows:

10. While serving as a mariner on said vessels, Pompey was exposed to asbestos
and hazardous substances other than asbestos.

11. As a direct and proximate consequence of his exposure to asbestos and
hazardous substances other than asbestos, Pompey has sustaincd injuries forwhich he seeks damages.

more, next page
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in July 2005, Miller asked the court to grant him leave to amend to add a claim related to
benzene exposure which ultimately was a causal factor in Pompey contracting leukemia, as
MilLer described it in his motion. Ln the amended complaint (attached to the motion), Miller
again atleged a theory of liability under state negligence law. Miller claimed that Pompey had
suffered from leukemia as a result of his exposure to benzene and benzene-contaiming products,
and listed specific instances and methods of exposure on particular ships. Defendant did not
oppose the motion to amend and the district judge granted leave to amend in August 2005.
Plaintiff then promptly filed the amended complaint.

In September 2005 defendant asked the court to dismiss the suit on the ground that
Miller’s amended complaint did not relate back to his original complaint and that Pompey’s
negligence claim based on his new allegations of exposure to Benzene was barred by the three-
year statute of limitations because it had accrued at least by the date of his death.

The district court granted summary judgment to defendant. The court relied on
defendant’s uncontested argument that different toxIns and dtherent methods of exposure cause
different diseases, and found, specifically, that “exposure to benzene does not occur or act in the
same manner as exposure to asbestos.” Miller filed a timely notice of appeal.

if you were sitting on the appellate court, how would you rule and why?

more, next page
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60 S.W.3d 273 (2001)

COMPASS EXPLORATION, INC., Appellant,
V.

BE DRILLING COMPANY and Ray E. Eubank, Appellees.

No. 10-00-301-CV.

Court of Appeals of Texas, Waco.

October10, 2001.

275 *275 Jerry C. Hanson, Palestine, for appellant.

276 *276 J. Clinton Schumacher, Locke, Liddell & Sapp, L.L.R, Dallas, for appellee.

Before Chief Justice DAVIS, Justice VANCE, and Justice GRAY.

OPINION

BILL VANCE, Justice.

Compass Exploration, Inc. (‘Compass) hired B-E Drilling Company (B-E”) to drill a well on property in Leon County
leased by Compass. Ray H. Eubank signed the contract for B-E. There were provisions in the contract about when B-E
would be held responsible if the drilling went amiss and the hole was lost. According to the provisions, if the hole
deviated from true vertical by more than two degrees between any two periodic tests for vertical, and an event
happened during drilling which caused the hole to be abandoned, B-E would be responsible.

The hole was drilled to approximately 12,000 feet. However, when the drill pipe was being extracted, it became stuck
and eventually broke off in the hole. Consequently, the well was abandoned. Tests for true vertical had been conducted
which indicated the hole may have been more than two degrees off. Compass refused to make full payment under the
contract. Accordingly, B-E sued Compass in Dallas County for breach of contract and suit on a sworn account.
Compass did not countersue or challenge venue. The suit in Dallas County was tried to the court which ruled in
Compass’s favor, finding that B-E failed to prove it met the drilling specifications in the contract. A take-nothing
judgment was issued against B-E. No appeals were taken.

While the suit in Dallas County was pending, and before trial, Compass filed the present suit in Leon County, claiming
breach of contract and negligence. After the judgment in the Dallas County suit, B-E filed a motion for summary
judgment in the Leon County suit, asserting that Compass’s claims (1) should have been brought as compulsory
counterclaims in the Dallas County suit, and (2) were barred by res judicata. Compass responded that a mandatory
venue statute required its claims to be brought in Leon County. The trial court granted the motion, and Compass
appeals.

Compass’s response to the motion for summary judgment, and its complaint on appeal, are that the mandatory venue
rule in section 15.011 of the Civil Practices and Remedies Code (1) requires that its claims be brought in Leon County,
and (2) twmps the compulsory counterclaim rule in Rule 97(a) of the rules of procedure. Tex. Civ. Prac. &
REM.CODE ANN. § 15.011 (Vernon Supp.2001); Tex.R. Civ. P. 97(a). These provisions read:

§ 15.011. Land

Actions for recovery of real property or an estate or interest in real property, for partition of real property,
to remove encumbrances from the title to real property, for recovery of damages to real property, or to
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quiet tWe to real property shall be brought in the county in which all or a part of the property is located.

Rule 97. Counterclaim and Cross-Claim

(a) Compulsory Counterclaims. A pleading shall state as a counterclaim any claim within the
jurisdiction of the court, not the subject of a pending action, which at the time of filing the pleading the
pleader has against any opposing party, if it arises out of the transaction or occurrence that is the
subject matter of the opposing party’s claim and does not require for its adjudication the presence of

277 third parties of whom the court cannot acquire jurisdiction; *277 provided, however, that a judgment
based upon a settlement or compromise of a claim of one party to the transaction or occurrence prior to
a disposition on the merits shall not operate as a bar to the continuation or assertion of the claims of any
other party to the transaction or occurrence unless the latter has consented in writing that said judgment
shall operate as a bar.

Standard of Review

A party filing a motion for summary judgment must prove by summary-judgment evidence that “there is no genuine
issue as to any material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on the issues expressly set
out in the motion.” Tex.R. Civ. R I 66a(c); e.g., Nixon v. Mr. Property Management Co., 690 S.W.2d 546. 548
(Tex. 1985); Delta Air Lines, Inc. v. Norris, 949 S.W.2d 422, 425 (Tex.App.-Waco 1997, writ denied). We must resolve all
doubts and indulge every reasonable inference in favor of the non-movant. Nixon, 690 S.W.2d at 549; Delta Air Lines.
949 S.W.2d at 425. A summary judgment is reviewed de novo. E.g., Rucker v. Bank One Texas, N.A., 36 S.W.3d 649,
653 (Tex.App.-Waco 2000, pet, filed).

Section 15.011

Compass argues that section 15.011 requires the suit to be brought in Leon County, and therefore the Dallas court was
without jurisdiction and its judgment is void. Compass says section 15.011 is a jurisdictional statute. However, it
presents no authority for this argument. It is axiomatic that “venue” provisions do not confer “jurisdiction.” Furthermore,
the district court in Dallas County had jurisdiction to hear Compass’s claims, just as the district court in Leon County
did. Tex. Const. art. V, § 8 (District courts have “original jurisdiction ... of all suits, complaints or pleas whatever, without
regard to any distinction between law and equity, when the matter in controversy shall be valued at or amount to five
hundred dollars exclusive of interest ....“); see also Tex. Gov’t Code Ann. § 24.007 (Vemon 1988). As for venue, if
Compass wanted to object to venue in Dallas County, it should have raised the issue in the Dallas County suit by a
motion to transfer venue. There is no indication in the record that it did, and therefore it waived this complaint. Tex.R.
Civ. R 86(1).

In addition, B-E’s claims do not fall under section 15.011, which by its express wording does not pertain to B-E’s
breach-of-contract action for damages from non-payment for services performed under the contract Therefore, absent
a venue challenge by Compass, B-E could prosecute its suit in Dallas County. And “[v]enue of the main action shall
establish venue of a counterclaim, cross claim, or third-party claim properly joined under the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure or any applicable statute.” Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem.Code Ann. § 15.062 (Vernon Supp.2001).

Section 15.011 possibly could have controlled venue, but only if Compass had filed its Leon County suit first. Because it
did not, and for the reasons just stated, section 15.011 does not defeat the summary judgment.

Rule 97(a)

Rule 97(a) by its express wording requires all claims “aris[ingJ out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject
matter of the opposing party’s claim” to be brought as counterclaims to the pending suit. A counterclaim is
compulsory if: (I) it is within the jurisdiction of the court; (2) it is not at the time of filing the answer the subject of a

278 pending action; (3) the action is mature and owned by the pleader at the time of filing the answer; *278 (4) it arises out
of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the opposing party’s claim; (5) it is against an opposing
party in the same capacity; and (6) it does not require for its adjudication the presence of third parties over whom the
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court cannot acquire jurisdiction. Wvaft v. Shaw Plumbing Co., 760 S.W.2d 245. 247 (Tex.1988). “A defendant’s failure
to assert a compulsory counterclaim precludes its assertion in later actions.” Id.

None of Vv,’aft elements 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are in dispute. As for element 4, to determine whether or not a defendant’s
claim “arises out of the transaction or occurrence that Is the subject matter of the [plaintiffs] claim,” some courts have
used a “logical relationship” test. E.g., Williams v. National Morta. Co., 903 S.W.2d 398. 404 (Tex.Aoo.-DaIlas 1995, writ
denied); Klein v. Dooley, 933 S.W.2d 255, 259 (Tex.ADD.-Houston tl4th Dist.1 1996j rev’d on other grounds,
S.W.2d 307 (1997). “When the same facts ... are significant and logically relevant to the various causes of action, the
‘logical relationship’ test is satisfied.” WiIllams, 903 S.W.2d at 404 (citIng Jack H. Brown & Co. v. Northwest Sign Co.,
718 S.W.2d 397, 400 (Tex.App.-Dallas 1986. writ refd n.r.e.)).

It is undisputed that both suits pertained to B-E’s drilling the well and the loss of the hole, and that performance under
the contract was at issue in both suits. We conclude that Compass’s claims In the Leon County suit were compulsory
counterclaims in the Dallas County suit which were forfeited when Compass did not file them as such.
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Original Sin and the Transaction in Federal Civil
Procedure

Mary Kay Kane

Much of modem federal procedural developments liberalizing
pleading) expanding jurisdiction, enlarging the scope of claims and parties
allowed to be joined in a single lawsuit, and ultimately expanding the
binding effect given to judgments has been accomplished through the sub
sthution of a transaction standard for various common law or code formu
lations concerning these issues. Superficially, this might seem to suggest
that a unified concept now underlies all of modem procedure. But, as was
so eloquently stated by Professor Walter Wheeler Cook, even before the
adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure:

The tendency to assume that a word which appears in two or wore
legal rules, and so in connection with more than one purpose, has
and should have precisely the same scope in all of them, runs all
through legal discussions. It has all the tenacity of original sin and
imist constantly be guarded against.
It is true that courts do not appear to have been misled by the use of

the term utransactions) in these different contexts? Indeed, seldom does
one find courts borrowing from one context to support the definition of a
transaction in another setting? Rather, the transaction standard has been
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applied, for the most part, consistent with the purpose of the procedure or
rule for which it is the founthtion. further, it is certain that Professor
Charles Alan Wright, to .wbom this Symposium is dedicated, never would
have fallen into the trap of treating the transaction standard as anything but
a nuanced term designed to provide courts flexibility and some discretion
in developing the policies underlying each of the areas in which it is
utilized.5 Thus, one might ask bow an article exploring the development
of the transaction strnidard contributes to the field of federal civil procedure
and therefore belongs in an issue of the T&a Law Review celebrating the
enormous conmiutions to the field by my esteemed colleague and friend,
Professor Wright.

The difficulty is that courts most often do not articulate how the poli
cies underlying a particular procedure or rule influence or shape their deE
uitions of what constitutes a transaction. Explicit judicial reasoning that
would ground particular applications of the transaction standard in the poli
cies that underlie the specific issues involved would allow for better scmt
my of the propriety of the results reached. This, in turn7 would help to
avoid possible misinterpretations and provide better guidunce to the bar
about how to predict and understand whether the facts and circumstances
involved in particular cases do or do not meet the requirements at issue.
Failing to provide such an analysis leaves open the door for some confu
sion In the bar, and even more commonly, among law students who are
struggling to find certainty in learning the language of the Jaw and often
are prone to Professor Cook’s original sin.
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I. The 1eaiilng of Transaction as Interpreted Through Policy
In order to engage in a comparison of the proper treatment of what

constitutes a transaction in the four areas I have identified, we must first
briefly examine the underlying policies that inform the term’s interpretation
in each area.

A. Rule 15(c), Relation Back ofPleading Amendments
Two general principles that underlie Federal Rule 15, the general fed

eral amendment rule, are particularly applicable to subdivision Cc), which
governs the relation-back of amendments)6 First, the rtñe encourages a
liberal amendment practice in order to promote the opportunity to decide
claims on the merits rather than on procedural technicalities.’7 Second,
amendments are to be allowed consistent with the recognition that the
pleadings in federal practice have the limited role of providing parties
notice of what the action entails, rather than being relied upon for fact
revelation or issue foimulition)8 These two princIples support a very
broad and liberal approach to amendments. When determfrifrig whether to
allow a proposed amendment adding a new claim or a new party after the
statute of limitations has run, however, notice becomes an important coun
tervailing concern.19 If the pleadings provided adequate notice that a par
ticular transaction is involved, then the defendant is not entitled to the
protection of the statute of limitafions?D Qn the other hand, if the court
cannot find that the transaction as stated in .the original pleadings gave the
defendant adequate notice that the proposed new matter might be involved
in the lawsuit, then the defendant should be able to rely on the expiration

of the limitations period and the amendment will be deemed time barred?’
Fairness to the defending party demands that result. Consequently, the
requirement that the proposed amendment arise out of the same transaction
as elaborated in the original pleadings must be interpreted in light of that
fairness concern and with an eye toward what legitimately should have
been known or recognized as within the scope of the litigation as a result
of the initial pleadings.’

B. Rules 13 and 20, Claim and Party Joinder
The role of the transaction requirement in the joinder context is quite

different from that in the amendment arena. The use of the concept of a
transaction as a basis for deciding which claims and parties are properly
joined in a lawsuit (and in some instances required to be joined) has been
part of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure since their adoption in l98.
The standard is one derived from equity? It permits joinder premised
on notions of thai convenience, rather than resolving those questions based
on inquiries into what substantive rights are involved, as was done at com
mon law. This change, from reliance on more restrictive code formulas
of what constituted a cause of action to a transaction standard, generally
was lauded as one permitting the courts discretion to determine the proper
scope of a lawsuit in light of convenience to the courts and to the litigants,
thereby avoiding the necessity to relitigate the same issues in difièrent
lawsuits. As notedby Professor Wright in an article commenting on simi
lar developments in state procedure: “[qourts do not exist to formulate
concepts; they exist, rather, to adjudicate controversies. .. . Any device
which will reduce the volume of litigation and end the necessity for
litigating the same issues over and over in different lawsuits is highly
desirable.”24

Thus, modern joinder policy is to encourage resolving controversies
in one lawsuit rather than many, and that policy underlies the determination
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of what may constitute a transaction for purposes of federal Rnles 13 and
20Ys Weighed against that objective is the consideration whether the
claims or parties are sufficiently related so. that determinfrtg them in a
single trial will be convenient.

To effectuate those policies when interpreting the joinder rules, courts
most frequently have invoked the flexible test of whether the proposed
claims are “logically related” and thus should be tried together?5 Indeed,
this test was suggested in a pre-rule case decided by the Supreme Court
Involving compulsory countercia ins, Moore v. New York Cotton
&change, when the Court commented: “‘Transaction’ is a word of flex
ible meaning. It may comprehend a series of many occurrences, depending
not so much upon the immediateness of their connection as upon their
logical relafionship.” The logical relationship test has been utilized by
the courts to determine the propriety of joinder when the question posed is
whether the defendant is allowed to assrt a cross-claim against a co
defendant under Federal Rule 13(g) or whether plaintiffs may join
together in asserting claims against a defendant or a plaintiff may join
several defendants in a single action under Federal Rule 2O,° as well as
when the issue is whether the defendant is required to assert a counterclaim
because it is compulsory under Federal Rule 13(a).3’ In all of these
instances, when the courts consider whether the claims presented are logi
cally related and thus meet the transaction requirement, the underlying
philosophy guiding their decisions is to allow or require joinder if doing
so will expedite the resolution of the entire controversy between the
parties.32 As will be explored later,n however, in the case of compul
sory counterclaims, that inquiry also may involve additional concerns such
as when the question is raised not at the outset of the litigation but after it
has concluded, so that Rule 13(a) is being invoked for purposes of prevent
ing a party from introducing a claim on the ground that it was improperly
omitted from an earlier action.
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ifi. Conclusion

As underscored by the illustrations in the preceding section, care must
be taken when applying the transaction standard to the varying doctrines
and rules for which it serves as a gatekeeper. The standard’s inherent flex
iThility provides the courts discretion to develop the law in light of the cir
cumstances of each case, while fostering judicial efficiency and economy
and promoting decisions on the merits, rather than relying on rigid rules
or technicalities. That very flexibility, however, also offers a trap far the
unwary lawyer who does not understand how varying policies may influ
ence its interpretation in separate contexts.

It is possible to arrive at an appropriate definition in a given case only
by considering whether the proposed scope of a transaction will meet the
objectives and policies underlying the standard that is involved. Further,
arguments as to what should be included within a particular transaction are
best made by referring to those related policies as they provide the basis
for a broad or narrow interpretation of the standard as applied to the fac
teal circumstances involved. Consequently, although this piece does not
(indeed cannot) provide an answer to the question of what constitutes a
transaction, it is hoped that it points the way for others as to how to
approach that inquiry with greater understanding of what should be
entailed.
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Kedra v. City of Philadelphia, 454 F. Supp. 652

United States District Court, E. B. Pennsylvania.

June29, 1978.

OPINION

LUONGO, District Judge.

This civil rights action arises out of an alleged series ofbrutal acts committed by Philadelphia
policemen against the plaintiffs. The events set forth in the complaint span one and one-half
years, from December 1975 to February or March 1977. The defendants have moved to dismiss.
See Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b).

I. The factual Allegations

Plaintiffs are Dolores M. Kedra; her children, Elizabeth, Patricia, Teresa, Kenneth, Joseph,
Michael, Robert, and James; and Elizabeth’s husband, Richard I. Rozanski. Michael, Robert, and
James Kedra are minors, and their mother sues on their behalf as parent and natural guardian.

Defendants are the City of Philadelphia; Police Commissioner Joseph I. O’Neill; officials of the
Police Department’s Homicide Division — Division Chief Donald Patterson, Chief Inspector
Joseph Golden, Lieutenant Leslie Simmins, and Sergeant John Tiers; Homicide Detectives
Richard Sfrohm, James Richardson, George Cassidy, and Michael Gammon; Police Lieutenant
Augustus C. Miller; Police Officers James Brady, Robert Pitney, Jessie Vassor, and John J.
D’Amico; an officer surnamed Tuffo; and other unidentified members of the Police Department.
It is alleged that “at all times material to plaintiffs’ cause of action [the City of Philadelphia]
employed all of the 658*658 individual defendants.” It is further alleged that each of the
individual defendants, “separately and in concert,” acted under color of Pennsylvania law and,
“pursuant to their authority as agents, servants, and employees of defendant City of Philadelphia,
intentionally and deliberately engaged in the unlawful conduct described. . ..“ They are sued
“individually and in their official capacity” and “jointly and severally.”

The series of events set forth in the complaint2 dates from December 22, 1975. On that evening,
Richard Rozanski and Joseph and Michael Kedra were arrested at gun point without probable
cause by defendants Vassor and D’Amico and taken to Philadelphia Police Headquarters (the
Roundhouse). At the Roundhouse, they were separated and questioned for seventeen hours by
defendants Strohm, Richardson, Cassidy, and Gannon. They were not informed of their
constitutional rights and were refused requests for counsel. The complaint states —

“During the course of the interrogation, plaintiffs Richard Rozanski, Michael Kedra and Joseph Kedra
were handcuffed, struck about the head, face, stomach, abdomen, arms and legs with fists and physical
objects, were harassed and threatened with further physical violence by defendants Strohm,
Richardson, Cassidy and Gannon; during the course of this interrogation, plaintiff Richard Rozanski’s legs
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were held apart by two of the defendant detectives while he was kicked in the testicles, groin, buttocks
and legs by defendant Strohm.”

Rozanski, and Michael and Joseph Kedra each sustained serious injuries as a result of the
beatings.

Meanwhile, defendant Richardson forcibly took Elizabeth Rozansid from her mother’s house to
the Roundhouse, where she was detained and questioned for seventeen hours by defendants
Strohm, Gannon, Richardson, and Simmins. She was not advised of her rights. She was shown
her husband, who had been beaten badly, and “was threatened with arrest in an attempt to coerce
a false statement from her.” A wanantless search of her bedroom was conducted by defendant
Strohm “and others” without her consent and without probable cause.

On that same evening, Dolores Kedra voluntarily went to the Roundhouse “where she was
illegally interrogated, coerced into signing a release authorizing the search of her house and
forcibly detained” for nine hours by Strohm, Richardson, Cassidy, Gannon, “and other
unidentified defendants.”

Seven days later, on the morning of December 29, 1975, defendants Brady and Pitney went to
the Kedra home, demanding to see Richard Rozansid and “falsely stating that they had papers for
his appearance in Court on the following day.” All of the plaintiffs except Dolores Kedra, the
mother, were at home at the time. The policemen “attempted to drag [Rozanski] out of the
house,” but Rozanski and Kenneth Kedra shut and locked the door. Rozanski asked to see a
warrant, but Brady and Pitney did not have one. Brady and Pitney then secured the aid of other
policemen who, without a warrant or probable cause and “through the use of excessive force,”
“broke open the door with the butt end of a shotgun and forced their way into the house with
shotguns, handguns, blackjacks, and nightsticks in hand.” Defendants Brady, Pitney, Miller,
Tiers, “and ten to fifteen other defendant members of the Philadelphia Police Department”
conducted a thorough search of the house and, while doing so, physically assaulted Patricia,
Joseph, Michael, and Kenneth Kedra, inflicting serious injuries. They also attempted to
confiscate a camera and note pad being used by Joseph Kedra. It is alleged further that—

“[T]he defendants unlawfully detained plaintiffs within the house by blocking off both the front and rear
doors, holding plaintiffs in fear of life and limb by visibly displaying shotguns, handguns and 659*659
nightsticks, and through threats of violence, coercion and abusive language.”

Rozanski and Joseph, Michael, and Kenneth Kedra were taken to the Roundhouse in a police
van, and Kenneth was beaten while being led to the van. At the Roundhouse, Michael and
Kenneth were “unlawfully detained” for twenty-four hours, and Rozansld “was struck in the face
by defendant Strohm” and was denied repeated requests for counsel. “{W]ithout just or probable
cause,” Rozanski was charged with murder, burglary, and receiving stolen goods, and Kenneth
and Joseph were charged with assault and battery, harboring a fugitive, and resisting arrest. In
defending these charges, they incurred attorney’s fees. All three later were acquitted on all
counts.
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With respect to the December 1975 events, the complaint sets forth the following general
allegations:

“17. At all times material to plaintiffs’ cause of action, plaintiff Richard Rozanski, through his attorney,
offered to voluntarily surrender to the Philadelphia Police; the defendants chose, however, to engage in
the course of conduct described in detail above, the purpose and effect of which was to knowingly,
intentionally and deliberately deprive plaintiffs of rights secured by the Constitution of the United
States.

18. All of the aforementioned acts were committed by defendants intentionally, deliberately and
maliciously, pursuant to their authority as agents, servants and employees of the Police Department of
the City of Philadelphia.

19. The aforementioned acts were committed with the consent and knowledge and at the direction of
defendants Joseph F. O’Neill in his capacity as Police Commissioner of the City of Philadelphia.

20. The aforementioned acts were committed with the knowledge and consent and at the direction of
defendant Joseph Golden in his official capacity as Chief Inspector of the Homicide Division of the Police
Department of the City of Philadelphia.

21. The aforementioned acts were committed with the knowledge and consent and at the direction of
Captain Donald Patterson, Chief of the Homicide Division of the Philadelphia Police Department,
Lieutenant Lesley Simmins and Sergeant John Tiers, in their official capacities as supervisory officials of
the Philadelphia Police Department.

22. The defendants named in Paragraphs 18, 19, 20 and 21 are and were at all times material to
plaintiffs’ cause of action in a position to exercise direct supervision of the defendant officers and
detectives and did in fact exercise such control and supervision at all times material to plaintiffs’ cause
of action.

23. All of the aforementioned acts were committed without just or probable cause with regard to each
of the plaintiffs.”

The complaint alleges further that “defendants have engaged and continue to engage in a
systematic pattern of harassment, threats and coercion with the intention of, and having the effect
of depriving plaintiffs of. . . rights and privileges. . ..“ As part of this “pattern,” Michael Kedra
was arrested in June 1976 and was beaten by defendant $trohm, “who handcuffed plaintiffs
hands behind his back, and struck him in the chest and stomach with a nightstick and fist.” James
Kedra has been “harassed and threatened without cause” by defendants D’Amico, Brady and
Pitney, and in February or March 1977 “was grabbed by the shirt” by Tuffo and Pitney “and
threatened with physical violence.”

The complaint asserts that “as a result of the aforementioned actions, plaintiffs have suffered and
continue to suffer severe emotional distress.”

II. The Suit and the Motion
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Plaintiffs’ complaint was filed on November 23, 1977. The action is brought under the
Constitution and the Civil Rights Act of 1871, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, 1985, 1986. Jurisdiction is
based on 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 1343. As a basis for their civil rights 660*660 claims, the
plaintiffs assert that defendants’ actions deprived them of the following federal “rights, privileges
and immunities”:

‘f a) The right of free speech and the right to peacably [sic assemble under the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.

(b) The right to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches
and seizures under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments.

(c) The prohibition against compulsory selfincrimination under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

(d) The right to be free from deprivation of life, liberty or property without due process of law under the
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

fe) The prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments.”

Without explanation, the complaint also cites the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment and Article 1, § § 1, 8, and 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution. Plaintiffs also invoke
the pendent jurisdiction doctrine to assert additional claims under Pennsylvania law “for false
arrest, false imprisonment, malicious prosecution, assault and battery, trespass to real and
personal property and negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress.” Plaintiffs seek
compensatory and punitive damages in excess of $10,000 and attorneys’ fees and costs.

All of the named defendants have filed the motion to dismiss. It is based on several grounds31
and raises questions of procedure as well as jurisdictional and substantive issues under the civil
rights laws. In addition, the pendent state claims raise jurisdictional issues not discussed in the
motion which should be examined in this opinion.

III. Procedural Questions

Defendants’ motion raises two matters that essentially are procedural. First, they contest Dolores
Kedra’s prosecution of the case on behalf of her minor sons, Michael, Robert, and James.
Second, they contend that there has been an improper joinder of parties.

B. Joinder

Defendants contend that there has been an improper joinder ofparties under Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 20(a), which provides:

“All persons may join in one action as plaintiffs if they assert any right to relief jointly, severally, or in the
alternative in respect of or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or
occurrences and if any question of law or fact common to all these persons will arise in the action. All
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persons... may be joined in one action as defendants if there is asserted against them jointly, severally,
or in the alternative, any right to relief in respect of or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence,
or series of transactions or occurrences and if any question of law or fact common to all defendants will
arise in the action. A plaintiff or defendant need not be interested in obtaining or defending against all
the relief demanded. Judgment may be given for one or more of the plaintiffs according to their
respective rights to relief, and against one or more defendants according to their respective liabilities.”

Defendants argue that plaintiffs’ claims against them do not “aris[e] out of the same transaction,
occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences” because they stem from events spanning a
fourteen or fifteen month period.61

The joinder provisions of the Federal Rules are very liberal. As the Supreme Court noted in
United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715, 86 S.Ct. 1130, 16 L.Ed.2d 21$ (1966),

“Under the Rules, the impulse is toward entertaining the broadest possible scope of action consistent
with fairness to the parties; joinder of claims, parties and remedies is strongly encouraged.”

383 U.S. at 724, 26 S.Ct. at 1138 (footnote omitted).

The reason for the liberality is that unification of claims in a single action is more convenient and
less expensive and time-consuming for the parties and the court. Mosley v. General Motors
Corp., 497 F.2d 1330, 1332 (8th Cfr. 1974). lii recognition of this attitude, the “transaction or
occurrence” language of Rule 20 has been interpreted to “permit all reasonably related claims for
reliefby or against different parties to be tried in a single proceeding. Absolute identity of all
events is unnecessary.” Id. at 1333.

662 *662 Although the events giving rise to plaintiffs’ claims in this case occurred over a lengthy
time period, they all are “reasonably related.” The complaint sets forth a series of alleged
unlawful detentions, searches, beatings and similar occurrences and charges defendants with
“engag[ing] in a systematic pattern of harassment, threats and coercion with the intention of...
depriving plaintiffs of [their] rights”; each of the incidents set forth is encompassed within the
“systematic pattern.” There is no logical reason why the systematic conduct alleged could not
extend over a lengthy time period and, on the face of these allegations, there is nothing about the
extended time span that attenuates the factual relationship among all of these events. The claims
against the defendants “aris[e] out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions
or occurrences” for purposes of Rule 20(a), and therefore joinder of defendants in this case is
proper.

Apart from the procedural propriety of the joinder under Rule 20(a), however, there is a question
whether a single trial of all claims against all defendants will prejudice some of the defendants.
Some of the defendants were involved in only one of the several incidents alleged, and lumping
them together with other defendants who were involved in more than one incident may be unfair.
This problem is of particular concern with respect to the December 29, 1975 incident, which,
apart from the allegations of direction, supervision, and control, appears to involve different
actors than the other incidents alleged, federal Rule 20(b) provides the court with power to
remedy this situation:
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“The court may make such orders as will prevent a party from being embarrassed, delayed, or put to
expense by the inclusion of a party against whom he asserts no claim and who asserts no claim against
him, and may order separate trials or make other orders to prevent delay or prejudice.”

At oral argument, counsel for both sides recognized the potential prejudicial effect of the joinder
in this case and suggested formulation of a stipulation which would attempt to remedy the
problem. It appears, however, that it will be better to deal with the problem afier discovery has
been completed and the case is ready for trial. At that time, the degree of involvement of each of
the defendants will be more clear and potential prejudice will be easier to assess. I therefore shall
defer decision of this aspect of the case. I shall retain flexibility to sever portions of it or to take
other remedial actions, if necessary, once the prejudice issue is more clearly focused.

[1] Joseph Kedra is named as a plaintiff in the body of the complaint but not in the caption. This oversight violated
federal pleading mies (see Fed.R.Civ.P. 10(a); Carrigan v. California Sicite Legislature, 263 f.2d 560, 567 (9th
Cir.), cert. denied, 359 U.S. 980, 79 S.Ct. 901, 3 L.Ed.2d 929 (1959)) and should be corrected by amendment.

[2] The facts related in the text are as alleged in the complaint. For purposes of this motion, those allegations are
taken as true. See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 99, 97 S.Ct. 285, 50 L.Ed.2d 251 (1976).

[61 The Federal Rules permit unlimited joinder of claims against an opposing party (Fed.R.Civ.P. 18(a)), but in
multiparty cases joinder is limited by the requirement of Rule 20(a) that plaintiffs or defendants may not be joined in
the same case unless some of the claims by or against each party arise out of common events and contain common
factual or legal questions. Defendants have not argued that common factual and legal questions are not present in
this case; the similarity of the claims against each defendant makes it abundantly clear that there are common issues.
Once parties are joined under Rule 20(a), Rule 18(a)’s allowance of unlimited joinder of claims against those parties
is fully applicable. See Advisory Committee on Rules, Note to 1966 Amendment to Rule 18.
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SEic’.t fit]:. I’OREST FOR riu TREES: THE IR.NSACTtO% OR
OcuuRRlC1-: AD TTIV CLAIM IVFERLOcK CmL PROCEDURE

Dougtas D. McFarland* ( L. u v.t
•

II. THE TR&ssAcrIo OR Occ1RccE l ARIoUS
JoINDER DE’b!CES

A. General Intent of Joinder Under the Rules

The phi losophv behind the federal joinder rules, and state rules-
based systems, is to draw all factually-related claims and parties into a
single lawsuit tt) promote convenience and efficiency to both the court
and the parties. It is the clear intent of the drafters of the federal
rules. It is clear in the rule on joinder of claims, which is to bring
them alL2’ The leading early commentator on the rules clearly em
braced this philosophy in his pithy summary: “The purpose is to
make one lawsuit zrow where two grew hefore.’r It is recognized
clearly by the Supreme Court: “Under the Rules. the impulse Is toward
entertaining the broadest possible scope of action consistent with fair
ness to the panies joinder of claims, parties and remedies is strongly
enouraged.’ It is ctearl recognized h leadtng commentators
today.

Consequenth, the attitude of a court should be It) apply this
overall phclouphy. An earlier article explored compulsory ceun.er
claim cases. Th15 Article continues that exploration through other
joinder devices (cross-claims. permissive joinder of parties. and Rule 14
claims), pleading tpleading a claim, pleading in separate counts. and
relation back of amendinenlsL and interlocutory appeal rn a case inlud
trig multiple claims.3- ih conclusion fotlows that these rules furni a
consistent, interlocked system of procedure.’

B. Crass-C1ims

A defendant is allowed to cl.iim against another defendant—or a plain
tiff against another plaintiff— only when the proposed cross-claim
against the coparty arises from the same transaction or occurrence as a
claim already v,ithin the titigation.’

Here too, the phi-ie is drafted and intended as a tenn of inclu
sion based on the policy to avoid multiple lawsuits and determine an
entire controvers. Le., “to settle as many related claims as possible in a
single action.” A court should inquIre whether the claim and cross-
claim both arise from the same interrelated set of ftit.s. A fe exam
ples wiH suffice.



The paradigm case is L4SA Pet L’Inthistrici Del Afanno Societa
Per 4cioni v. AleranderT As part of construction of the city hail in
Memphis. Tennessee, Italian corporation LASA supplied marble to sub
contractor Alexander.3 Unpaid, LASA filed suit against subcontractor
Alexander, the prime contractor, the prime contractor’s surety, and tfle
city of Mempftis.3 Alexander then cross-claimed against the otlr
three defendants and a third-party claim against the architcet. The
prime contractor then counteretaimed a%ainst Alexander.41

This con%lomeration of claims included suhcontracts signed
among different parties at different times, resulting in different darn
ages, and involving different evidence on performance and hreach
The district court threw up its hands and disallowed the cross-claims.
the counterclaim, and the third-party claim (treating it as a cross-claim)
as not involving the same transaction or occurrence.”

The Sixth CircuIt reversed. in effect, the appeaLs court asked
the proper question: How many city hails were buitt? The court be
gan with the recognition that under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
“the rights of all parties generally should he adjudicated in one action”
and concluded [a]lthouh different suheontracts are involved. alon2
with the prime contract and specifications, all relate to the same project
and to problems arising out of the marble used in the erection of the
Memphis City Hall.”4 Al] parts of the dispute arose from a singte coi
struction project. whkh presented a single set of overlapping facts.
That is one transaction or occurrence.

One transaction t)t occurrence is also presented in ‘azious other
cross-claim sitiations: the creation of a mortae and a later huvers
promise to pay that mortgage in’oke the same ship. a corporation that
is sued tr fate reistration statements asserts a breach of flduciai
dut’v against the individuals responsible for the statements.5 the henefi
ciañes on six separate insurance poLicies are all changed at one tImc,H
and empLo}er who are sued for nonpayment of union pension contribu
tiOflS assert an industry trust fund’s responsibility for the pavment%.
E’en though au these cases invoke separate and distinct legal relation
ships and separate evidence, they all involve interrelated facts. I.aw is
irrele’ ant to the transaction or occurrence.’

Stilt. Lou rnan court. decide ]oLnder of a cross-claim on im
proper considerations. The most connon misconception is that a cross-
claim does not ahs out of the same transaction or occurrence when it
involves a different legal theory. Other considerations that have been
improper> used to prevent joinder of a cross-claim are that it would
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complicate the action, binder enforcement of the public pobc sup
pUrtin the original c1aim, and improperly ectend federal jurisdic
tion, Other decisions disallowing cross-claims beggar exptanation.
These decisions miss the point and should be denounced. The ont
proper consideration is whether the different claims arise from the same
transaCtion Or OCCUffCUCC interrelated facts that a lavperson would ex
peel to have tried together. A cros-claim arising from the same trans
action or occurrence is to be allowed: any confusion or prejudice is to
he handled by IateT order for separate trials.

C. Permissive Joinder of Parties

1. History and intent of federal Rule Language

The history of permissive joinder of panics, and adoption of the
“transaction or occurrence’ standard. has alread been written.’ While
former equity Rule 37 governed joinder of parties, the advisory eornrnit
tee did not follow it. The “transaclion and “common question’ re
quirements of the federal rule first appeared in the second draft. The
later added “or occurrence’ and “series of transactior.s or occurrences’
were drawn from English and slate provisions: “The provisions lcw
joinder here staled are in substance the provisiun i’bund in England.
California. illinois. New Jersey. and New York. They represent onh a 4..moderate expansion of the present federal equity practice to cover both
law and equity actions.

The language was broadened again and again as the committee
attempted to draft a nile based on trial convenience and prevention of
multiple lawsuits, instead of arcane Legal distinctions, and also to re
spond to tiaht-flsted interpretations of party joinder in some code
decisions.

The end result is a nile of party joinder based on the same intent
and policies informing the whole of the federal rules: multiple lawsuits
pre’entian. eft9cienc. convenience, and trial convenience.’ AUvisor
committee reporter Charles E. Clark thought the permissive joinder ot’
parties rule closely approached free joinder and the only substantial re
sthction would prove to he the common question requirement. not the
transaction or occurrence requirement

The rule is based on facts, not historic legal relationships. Per
haps one treatise states the rule best: “[T]he demands of several parties
arising out of the same tirigabte eveizr may be tried together. thereby
a’oiding the unnecessary loss of time and money to the court and the
parties that the dupicate presentation of evidence retating to facts corn-
mon to more than one demand for relief would entail.”0 Another corn
inentator also has it right: “The transaction test in Rule 2Oa made the
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focal element the cluster of real orld events that constituted the social
dispute. the tranaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occur
rences. “‘ The transaction or occurrence is one litigable event, one
cluster ot real or1d events, one set ot facts. As with joinder of cross
claims and joinder of compulsoc counterclaims, the proper question
is ho many events took place? ‘

2. Logical Relationship Ties Series of Transactions or
Occurrences Together

The intent of the permissive joinder of parties rule Ic een
clearer than the intent of other joinder rules. because the joinder of par
ties rule doe not stop ‘.ith a single transaction or occurrence. The test
Ic “the same transaction. occurrence. or series of transactions or occur
rences.” Surel. the addition of “series of transactions or occurrences”
has added meanin2. What is the added meaniug Mans courts ha’e
opined that a “transaction or occurrence” in the context of a compulsory
cnuntc;claim can he recognized hen a logical relationship exi.stc be
teen the claim and counterciaim2 This gloss is certainl not neces
sary and hard helpful: it adds nothing to the ords transaction or
occurrence. The “logical relationship” gloss may, hocver. he quite
useful in reeogniiing a series of tranacti()ns or occurrences. Another
vav of saine the same thing is a series of transactrnns or occurrences is
melded together by a loIcal relationship of ovetlapping facts.

A senes of transactions or occurrences can be identified in many
types of siaiations. A plaintiff joins multiple defendants whose actions
contributed to the plaintiffs injuries, even though the did not act in
concert or at the same iime Multiple plaintiffs assert a pattern of
misconduct by the sasne defendant.’ A plaintiff asserts damages
against subsequent oner of the plant here he wotked.9 Multipleplaintiff asen the same vrong perpetrated on them by the same defedant, These are all transactions or occurrences tied together in a ingical telationhip. best summed up by the following U.S dictiict court:
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Imagine a number of “transaclions or occurrences”
spread Cu: through time and place. They are not directl
continuous, or else they would constitute one transaction
or occurrence rather than a number of them. What
would make them a “seriesT’ The answer is some con
nCctiOn or logical relationship between the various crans
actions r occurrences. The thing which makes the
relationship logical” is some nucleus of operative facts
or taw-the second prong of the 2Oa test. II the phrase
“Series is to have any real meaning whatsoe’er. it rice
essarik must entail some “logical relationship” between
the specific transactions or occurrences. 1 bus. Rule 20
itself contemplates a “loica1 relationship” detinitiun.

finatly, a worthwhile use of toss. tn all these cases. the court
recognize the logical relationship tying a series of transactIons or occur
rences together and apply the intent and policy of the permissive joinder
rule by allowing the joinder.3

The logical relationship gloss on the transaction or occurrence
can probably he traced to a pre-niles case in ‘hich the Supreme Court
fannou)> said. “‘[t]ransactio& is a vbord of flexible medning. It ma
comprehend a series of many occurrence. depending not so much upon
the in;mechatenes of their connection as upon their logical relation
ship.”s: Most quotes end there.4 The next sentence i, 1tjhe refusal to
furnish the quotations is one of the links in the chain which constitutes
the transaction. .‘ This concept of links tn the chain is a good av
to think about a series of transactions or occurrences, as the Supreme
Court later recognized as much.’

3. Perntissi’e Joinder Sbrthks over the Years

The original intent of permissive joinder to allo almost free
joinder of parties vas part and parcel of the overall philosophy of the
federal rules, which was to handle alt aspects of a dispute in one pro
ceedin!2: the of the rule ere careful!> chosen for this purpose
Despite this clear intent. o’.er the years, courts ha’e been more and
more willing to seize on the words of the rule for exclusion, rather than

(1
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natural unit to dispute.”

The court started well in Muctev . Generat Motors Corp.” Ten
plaintiffs sued on behalf of themsekes and others simitarlv situated for
racially discrirninator practices by theif cmplover. The court of ap
peals recognized “a company-wide poilcy purportedly designed to dis
criminate against blacks in employment similarly armes Out of the same
series of transactions or occurrences.” The court also wrote of the
proper attitude in cases invo1vin joinder of parties:

The purpose of the rule is to promote thai cowe
nience and expedite the final determination of disputes.
therehv preventing multiple la’suits. Single trials gener
aly tend Lu lescn the delay. expense and inconvenience
to all concerned. Reflecting this polic, the Supreme
Court has said:

Lnder the Rules. the impulse is totard entertain
ing the broadest possihie Scope of action consistent with
fairness to the panics: joinder of claims, panics and rem
ed ics is siroqk encouraed.

The court of appeals recognized. la)hsoluce identity of all
is unneee.sarv” since “alt lozicalk related e’ents enuthn a

person to institutC a legal action against another geiierall’ are regarded
as compriin a transaction or occurrence.” All of this language *.vas
appropriate and helpful. Indeed. for many years. every perruissive join
der of parties decision routinely cited .i’moste4 and it remains the lead
in case toda The problem ‘j that the Uoste opinion is thjn, andcourts cttin it frequenik onk quote the general languae defuiintransaction, while proceeding to ignore both the result of the case andthe attitude to’ard broad joinder.

To be sure, many decisions demonstrate an appropriately generotis attitude toward party joInder3 Unfortunately, far more are hostile
to party joinder—-and thus to the general philosophy of the federalcuIes. Ko else can one explain decisions based on inappropriate considerationsf Lower cowls keep making restrictive joinder of partiesdecisions, and the drafters of the rules keep amending the rules to ciLminate these reitrictive interpretacions. While raw numbers are a crude
measure, hey can be instrucuve. The main volume of a leading treatise
on federal procedure collected thuty-Cie cases interpreting the transac
tion or occurrence requirement in permissive joinder cases: ten courts
concluded the requirement as satisfied and t&enty-five CoUrts COD
cluded it was not)° Even more startling is the most recent supplement
to the same treatise: the number of eases concluding the facts constitute
the same transaction. occun’enee, or series of transactions or occur
rences is iero, while the number of cases concluding the opposite is

The convenience and economy of joinder that could be
achieved in many of these twenty-eight cases is readily apparent.
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D. Additional Claims Under Rate 14

A defending part’ is allowed to bring a third-party claim against
a person ho is or may he liable to it for all or part of the claim a2ainst
it Since the test does not employ the transaction or occurrence, the
standard thfrd-part claim is not pan of this Article. The rule continues,
htw ever, into an area that is germane. The third-party defendant ma
assert direeth against the original plaintiff “any claim arising out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiff’s
claim against the third-party plaintiff.”1 And the original plaintiff may
assert directl against the third-party defendant: “[Amy claim arising
out of the transaction or occurrence that is the sub•ect matter of the
plaintiffs claim against the third-party plaintiff:’ Sometimes these
claims are loosely termed counterclaims or cross-claims, but a better
term is Rule 14 ctaims.L20

As with other joinder device. the key requirement for a Rule li
claim is the transaction or occurrence, which again “i to avoid circuity
of action and multiplicity of suits.”2’ So too, the method of identifying
ti-te transaction or occurrence in Rule 14 claims is similar, which i that
the proposed ‘claim involves some of the same evidence, facts. and
iSSUCS a does the oriinai action so that litigation economy ‘.i1l result
from allowing it to he added to the lawsuit.” Again, the cowl should
look to the facts—not the legal tiecies—of the litigation.

The archetvpal Rule l claim case is R’..tre C;pper & Brwic
fflL. . Ar’trLz CtLIct.2tt & Suri’iv C’;. ‘ Revere decded to build a rnanu
facturing plant for metals. fuller entered into contracts to construct the
plant. and Aetna executed honth to secure the performance of Fu1ler.’2
When Revere sued on the bonds against Aetna. Aetna brought Fuller in
as a third-party defendant because of its agreement to indemnify
Aetna.’ Third-parts defendant Fuller in turn brought a Rule 14 claim
against plainuff Revere for breach of warrants and negligence’1 The
court swept aside arguments that different contracts and different bodies
of la vere involved in its focus on the facts of ‘he dispute: “The
theoR adopted in the ne’’. rutes - . . has been that tue transaction or
‘occurrence’ is the subject matter of a claim, rather than the legal rights
nin therefrom: additions to or subtractions from the central core of

fact do not chans!e this substantial identity -s had the court in
the lcadin cross-claim case, the court properly recognized that all
claims arose from a single construction project: “it is easik seen that
Fuller’s claim arises out of the aggregate of operative facts ‘hih forms
the basis of Revere’s claim i.n such a way to put their logical relation
ship beyond doubt. The two claims are but to sides of the same
coin

C.1
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focusing on a single event is often helpful In identifying th1
related facts that constitute a single transaction or occurrence. For cx
ample, the collision of two boats allows joinder of parties, a cross
claim, a counterclaim, a third-party claim, and a Rule 14 claim bad
against the plaintiffs. because all of the joined claims arise from a singh
boating collision even though the legal theories of the ‘.arious claim
differ greatly)° And a Rule 14 antitrust claim is alLowed against
plaintiff proceeding on a breach of contract theory, because both claim
arise from “the same basic controversy between the parties.’3

Even concentration on a single event may he too narro tt
bound a transaction or occurrence. A better boundary may he the whob
of the continuing relationship among parties. When a ptaintiff corpora
tion sued a defendant bank for negligently permitting one of the plain
tifrs managers (Kerr) to draw checks on the plaintiffs account paabli
to the manager’s controlled corporations. the bank asserted a third-pan
claim against the manager and the controlLed corporations) The thin
parties in Ium filed a Rule 14 claim against the plaintiff for SCTVICC
rendered in establishing and managing a branch office for the plain
tiff,’3 The court had no difficulty recognizing the common transactioi
or occurrence:

Viewed in their totality, we think the Kerr claims
must be regarded as arising ottt of the transaction or oc
currence that is the subject of the plaintiff’s claim. The
transaction involved was the establishment of the Phila
delphia office. Kerr’s appointment as manager, and his
conduct in respect to the management of the office.
The issue, then, wiH he the propriety of any payments to
Kerr for services. The counterclaims [Rule 14 claimsi
se claims for additional services rendered by Kerr and
allegedly unpaid. We regard the transacdon’ as being
Lhe whole relationship between plaintiff and Kerr and
hence e conclude that, if otherwise maintainable, the
Kerr claims fafl within the ambit of Rule I4J

Fe reported decisions include Rule 14 claims. Those few
cases properly identify the same transaction or occurrnce as a common
set of facts, often seen because the facts cluster around a single commoneve nt.35
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Joinder and Amendment Problem

Stuart and Sarah Buck and Wanda Willie served one complaint with a summons on Fresh
Flowers, Inc. (“Ff’) on January 5, 2010. The plaintiffs allege that the Bucks have lived on
Braesvalley in 1-louston Texas, five doors down from Wanda Willie. They allege the Bucks
retained FF in January 2008 to deliver fresh flowers to their house once every two weeks under
an agreement that the Bucks had with FT. The Bucks provided FT a key to their home. The
complaint further alleges that Willie had the same deal with FF beghming in February 2008, and
that Willie also gave the company a key to her house. The complaint further alleges that on
Friday, March 8, 2008, the Bucks’ house was negligently left unlocked by FF and that, as a
result, their house was burglarized that day and $15,000 worth of property was stolen. The
complaint further alleges that on Friday, April 12, 2008, the Willie house was negligently left
unlocked by FE and that, as a result, her house was burglarized that day and $9,000 worth of
property was stolen. The plaintiffs seek damages in these amounts, plus interest, and demand a
jury trial.

No discovery has taken place yet. Assume that if an employer is held responsible because of an
employee’s negligence, thc employer has a cause of action for indemnification from the
employee under Texas law.

January 2008 Bucks enter agreement with FT
February 2008 Willie enters agreement with FE
March 8, 2008 Bucks’ house burglarized
April 12, 2008 Willie house burglarized
January 5, 2010 - Bucks and Willie file suit against F?

1. If FF moves under Rule 21 to sever the claims of the Bucks and Wanda Willieinto separate actions on the ground that under Rule 20 the plaintiffs may not join togetheras co-plaintiffs, how should the court rule, and why?

2. On March 15, 2011, the Bucks move to amend the complaint to add a countagainst FF for negligently ruining their fine linen tablecloth. They claim that on March1, 2008 flowers were delivered to them that leaked and that their tablecloth was ruined.They allege that they told FF of the damage on March 9, 2008, the same day that theysay they also reported the burglary to FF. Assume that all relevant statutes of limitationare two years. How should the court rule if FF opposes this amendment?

C...
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